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Key Points:

• Six Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes and five non-Langmuir schemes are compared in a common single column modeling framework.
• A suite of test cases of various scenarios are used, including typical global ocean conditions using JRA55-do.
• Significant discrepancies among schemes are found, and sorted by locations, seasons and forcing regimes.
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Six recent Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes and five traditional schemes are implemented in a common single column modeling framework and consistently compared. These schemes are tested in scenarios versus matched large eddy simulations (LES), across the globe with realistic forcing (JRA55-do, WAVEWATCH-III simulated waves) and initial conditions (Argo), and under realistic conditions as observed at ocean moorings. Traditional non-Langmuir schemes systematically underpredict LES vertical mixing under weak convective forcing, while Langmuir schemes vary in accuracy. Under global, realistic forcing Langmuir schemes produce 5% (−1% to 13% for 90% confidence) or 4.8 m (−0.3 m to 16.9 m for 90% confidence) deeper monthly mean mixed layer depths (MLD) than their non-Langmuir partner schemes, with the greatest differences in extratropical regions, especially the Southern Ocean in austral summer. Discrepancies among Langmuir schemes are large (15% in MLD standard deviation over the mean): largest under wave-driven turbulence with stabilizing buoyancy forcing, next largest under strongly wave-driven conditions with weak buoyancy forcing, and agreeing during strong convective forcing. Non-Langmuir schemes disagree to a lesser extent, with a similar ordering. Langmuir discrepancies obscure a cross-scheme estimate of the Langmuir effect magnitude under realistic forcing, highlighting limited understanding and numerical deficiencies. Maps of the regions and seasons where the greatest discrepancies occur are provided to guide further studies and observations.

1 Introduction

Langmuir turbulence is a physical process that affects the turbulent mixing in the ocean surface boundary layer (OSBL) and requires parameterization in ocean general circulation models (OGCM). Various ocean boundary vertical mixing schemes with Langmuir turbulence have been proposed in the recent literature, some of which have already been implemented and tested in OGCMs. Yet in what circumstance and to what extent do different Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes agree or disagree? Furthermore, can the additional mixing due to Langmuir effects be detected beyond the uncertainty in OSBL modeling?

The OSBL is a turbulent region acting as a buffer between the rapid variations of the atmosphere and slowly varying ocean interior. The competition between turbulent mixing in the OSBL and restratification mechanisms (buoyant and dynamical) determines the depth of this layer, which modulates the exchange of heat, momentum and trace gases (such as CO$_2$) between the atmosphere and ocean, thus affecting the workings of the broader Earth climate system. For example, seasonal variability of the OSBL affects mode water formation and thereby water properties in the ocean interior [e.g., Stommel, 1979; Sallée et al., 2013a,b], and biological activities in the surface ocean and thereby global biogeochemical cycles [e.g., Moore et al., 2013; Rodgers et al., 2014]. On a shorter time scale, diurnal variability of the OSBL is important for the air-sea heat flux by affecting the diurnal cycling of sea surface temperature [Price et al., 1986; Large and Caron, 2015]. Due to their small spatial (10-100 m) and short temporal ($10^3$-$10^5$ s) scales, turbulent boundary layer mixing processes are not resolved in OGCMs. Therefore, such models require parameterizations (a.k.a. closures or subgrid schemes) that are both physically accurate and numerically efficient and stable.

Direct observational assessments of the quality of upper ocean mixing scaling relationships are rare [e.g., Sutherland et al., 2014; D’Asaro et al., 2014]. The present paper takes a process-based, multiple scheme approach: contrasting parameterizations in an identical numerical and forcing framework, specifically constructed to avoid model biases and considering a range of realistic conditions. This approach is particularly
good at identifying disagreement among parameterizations, but assessing parameterization skill is challenged by the lack of an appropriate “truth” for evaluation. Here Large Eddy Simulations (LES) serve as truth, but these relatively expensive simulations cover only a limited set of forcing regimes. So, a broader study of classes of behavior under realistic forcing (e.g., deeper or shallower, more or less variable) extends the analysis here to guide scheme selection for climate models and highlight uncertainties.

Turbulence within a wavy boundary layer differs significantly from that in a wall-bounded layer [e.g., D’Asaro, 2014; Harcourt, 2015], primarily due to the presence of breaking waves and Langmuir turbulence [McWilliams et al., 1997]. Langmuir turbulence is a disordered form of Langmuir circulation [Langmuir, 1938; Thorpe, 2004] resulting from the interactions of Stokes drift with Eulerian flow [Craik and Leibovich, 1976; Teixeira and Belcher, 2010]. While breaking waves are responsible for the elevated near-surface turbulent dissipation in field measurements [Agrawal et al., 1992; Terray et al., 1996; Sullivan et al., 2007], Langmuir turbulence is largely responsible for a greater vertical velocity contribution to turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) within the wavy OSBL than is found in a wall-bounded layer [D’Asaro, 2001; Tseng and D’Asaro, 2004; D’Asaro et al., 2014; Sutherland et al., 2014]. Langmuir turbulence also contributes significantly to the entrainment at the base of the OSBL and thereby the mixed layer deepening [e.g., Kukulka et al., 2009; Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017], probably due to its coherent structures including deeply penetrating jets [Polton and Belcher, 2007].

Among the multifarious wave-related physical processes that affect the global climate, Langmuir turbulence is prominent [Cavaleri et al., 2012; Belcher et al., 2012; D’Asaro et al., 2014; D’Asaro, 2014]. The lack of explicit representations of Langmuir turbulence in all of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models may have contributed significantly to many of the persistent biases in these models [Belcher et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016], such as the shallow mixed layer depth bias in the Southern Ocean [Sallée et al., 2013b]. Non-breaking wave turbulence [e.g., Qiao et al., 2004; Babanin and Haus, 2009] is another theory for wave-turbulence interactions akin to Langmuir turbulence in that stronger non-breaking waves cause more mixing and which has stimulated parameterization studies [e.g., Fan and Griffies, 2014; Qiao et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018]. One model (FIO) among the CMIP5 ensemble did include non-breaking wave turbulence. However, non-breaking wave schemes are not evaluated here as it is presently unclear whether these effects should be added to Langmuir turbulence or are instead a different theoretical framing of mostly the same set of phenomena.

In this study, we focus on six Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes: KPPLT-VR12, KPPLT-LF17, KPPLT-R16, ePBL-LT, SMCLT-H15 and OSMOSIS (Table 1), and systematically assess their behavior in a number of controlled settings. For those unfamiliar with the aspects of Langmuir turbulence parameterizations and how they differ from non-Langmuir schemes, a brief review of common elements of Langmuir parameterizations is provided in section 2. The schemes considered here have different approaches for treating the various elements of Langmuir turbulence, but none currently treat the non-local flux described in section 2.4. In Table 1 and Appendix A: we summarize the six schemes to highlight their key features and implementation. To identify the effects of Langmuir turbulence, the non-Langmuir counterparts of these six schemes (KPP-CVMix, ePBL and SMC-KC94), as well as some popular variants (KPP-ROMS and $k$-$\epsilon$-SG95), are also included in our comparison suite. See Table 2 and Appendix A: for a summary and implementation details of these five schemes without Langmuir turbulence.

Given that the scope of this paper is confined to vertical mixing schemes in the OSBL, the term ocean boundary vertical mixing scheme will be shortened to scheme
throughout the remainder of this paper for brevity. We will use *Langmuir schemes* to refer to the six ocean boundary vertical mixing schemes with Langmuir turbulence (Table 1), and *non-Langmuir schemes* to refer to the five ocean boundary vertical mixing schemes without Langmuir turbulence (Table 2).

A typical approach for examining OSBL schemes compares different schemes in a common OGCM [e.g., Large et al., 1997; Fan and Griffies, 2014; Li et al., 2016; Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017; Ali et al., 2019], often seeking to reduce model bias versus observations. However, this approach has results that are influenced strongly by other biases in the OGCM. For example, behavior of the Smyth et al. [2002] variant of KPP differs strongly in Fan and Griffies [2014] and Li et al. [2016]. Model intercomparison programs, e.g., CMIP5, are a way to find consistent behaviors and biases across OGCMs or climate models that include different OSBL schemes [e.g., Griffies et al., 2009; Sallée et al., 2013b; Griffies et al., 2016]. However, the differences among these models result from more than just their OSBL parameterizations; differences in numerics, parameterizations for other processes, and feedbacks between all of the processes and numerics contribute. The differences among Langmuir schemes are not made plain in both of these approaches. In addition, substantial coding efforts to get every scheme in every model and high computational cost are required for thorough evaluation. Cross-comparison among multiple schemes in multiple models with distinct numerics is impractical.

The present study takes a process-based approach by comparing different Langmuir schemes in a common single column modeling framework using identical [GOTM5: Umlauf et al., 2014] calling model time-stepping and discretization (although variations in evaluating some common parameters are retained as part of the schemes). The comparison here is designed to minimize the complications associated with the use of OGCMs or climate models, and to compare each Langmuir scheme on an equal numerical footing with minimal coupled system feedbacks. Keeping a single calling model allows for some exploration of numerical robustness as well [following Van Roekel et al., 2018; Reichl and Hallberg, 2018]. Since GOTM5 and CVMix [Griffies et al., 2015] are already incorporated in many OGCMs, the development effort for this comparison directly speeds adoption of any of these schemes in those models. One major goal of this comparison is to identify regimes, sorted by locations, seasons and dimensionless parameters, where there is disagreement between the Langmuir schemes. Such disagreements highlight gaps in our understanding of the OSBL physics where either more LES studies or more ocean observations are needed. This information is therefore valuable for both ocean modelers and observationalists.

Similar comparisons of popular boundary vertical mixing schemes can be found in both atmosphere [e.g., Ayotte et al., 1996] and ocean [e.g., Burchard and Bolding, 2001; Burchard et al., 2008; Umlauf et al., 2014] applications. This study is distinguished from these previous studies by focusing on schemes with Langmuir turbulence and comparisons using forcing regimes relevant to both regional and global climate models. In particular, some of the main questions to be addressed in this paper include:

- To what extent do different Langmuir schemes agree and disagree?
- To what extent do the Langmuir schemes differ from the non-Langmuir schemes?
- When, where, and under what conditions do different Langmuir schemes agree or disagree with each other and with non-Langmuir schemes?
- What future research directions will improve our understanding of Langmuir turbulence and Langmuir schemes?

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the elements of Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes that conceptually distin-
Table 1. A summary of Langmuir turbulence schemes compared in this study. The 2nd to 5th columns correspond to elements from sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.5 and 2.7 in section 2, showing parameters for Langmuir turbulence (LT), modifications to the turbulent diffusivity $K_\lambda$ in equation (2) via velocity scale $q$, length scale $l$ or coefficient $C_\lambda$, down-Stokes drift shear momentum flux and enhanced entrainment for each scheme. Down $\partial_z u^S$ momentum flux is implicit for schemes that exclude Coriolis-Stokes force in the momentum equations, effectively assuming the simulated velocity being Lagrangian (see more discussion in Appendix A.1). The 6th column shows the non-Langmuir turbulence counterpart for each scheme (see Table 2 for a summary of these schemes). SP=Stokes production; ARSM=Algebraic Reynolds stress model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>LT Parameters</th>
<th>$K_\lambda$</th>
<th>Down $\partial_z u^S$ Momentum Flux</th>
<th>Entrainment</th>
<th>Non-LT Counterpart</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KPPLT-VR12</td>
<td>$L_{\alpha,\text{SLP}}$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{E}$ on $q$ (A.4)</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>$\mathcal{E}$ on $q$ (A.4)</td>
<td>KPP-CVMix</td>
<td>McWilliams and Sullivan [2000]; Van Roekel et al. [2012]; Li et al. [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPPLT-LF17</td>
<td>$L_{\alpha,\text{SLP}}, L_{\alpha,\text{SL}}$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{E}$ on $q$ (A.4)</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>LT-dependent $\mathcal{E} U L$ in $U_L^2$ (A.5)</td>
<td>KPP-CVMix</td>
<td>Li and Fox-Kemper [2017]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPPLT-R16</td>
<td>$L_{\alpha,\text{SLP}}, u^S(z)$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{E}<em>K$ on $K</em>\lambda$ (A.6)</td>
<td>$-K_L \partial_z u^L$</td>
<td>$\mathcal{E}_L$ on $U_L^2$ (A.6)</td>
<td>KPP-CVMix + retuned $R_i$ (A.7)</td>
<td>Reichl et al. [2016]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ePBL-LT</td>
<td>$L_{\alpha}$</td>
<td>$q$ via (A.11)</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
<td>Extra energy due to LT: $m_{\alpha,\text{LT}} u^3$ (A.9)</td>
<td>ePBL</td>
<td>Reichl and Li [2019]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSMOSIS</td>
<td>$L_{\alpha}, \delta^S$</td>
<td>$K_\lambda$ via (A.16)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Prognostic Eqn. of $h_k$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Grant et al. [a,b]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMCLT-H15</td>
<td>$u^S(z)$</td>
<td>SP in $q$ &amp; $l$ Eqns., SP in ARSM for $C_\lambda$</td>
<td>$-K_\lambda \partial_z u - K_\lambda^S \partial_z u^S$ (A.18)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SMC-KC94</td>
<td>Kantha and Clayson [2004]; Harcourt [2013, 2015]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. A summary of schemes without Langmuir turbulence compared in this study. The 2nd and 3rd columns show the different choices of the turbulent diffusivity $K_\lambda$ and non-local flux $\Gamma_\lambda$ in equation (2) in each scheme. ARSM=Algebraic Reynolds stress model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>$K_\lambda$</th>
<th>$\Gamma_\lambda$</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KPP-CVMix</td>
<td>Empirical $q$ &amp; $C_\lambda$, $l = h_b$ determined by discretized $R_b$ (A.2)</td>
<td>Non-zero $\Gamma_\theta$</td>
<td>Large et al. [1994]; Danabasoglu et al. [2006]; Griffies et al. [2015]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KPP-ROMS</td>
<td>Empirical $q$ &amp; $C_\lambda$, $l = h_b$ determined by integrated $R_b$ (A.3)</td>
<td>Non-zero $\Gamma_\theta$</td>
<td>Large et al. [1994]; McWilliams et al. [2009]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ePBL</td>
<td>Empirical $q$, $l$ &amp; $C_\lambda$ constraining mechanical energy</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Reichl and Hallberg [2018]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k$-$\epsilon$-SG95</td>
<td>Dynamic $q$ &amp; $l$ Equations, $C_\lambda$ from empirical relation of SG95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Rodi [1987]; Schumann and Gerz [1995]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC-KC94</td>
<td>Dynamic $q$ &amp; $l$ Equations, $C_\lambda$ from ARSM with coefficients of KC94</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Mellor and Yamada [1982]; Kantha and Clayson [1994]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distinguish them from non-Langmuir schemes are reviewed for reference in later sections. In section 3 the data and experimental setup of three test cases (ocean station moorings, global, and versus LES) for the comparison are detailed. The results of the three test cases are presented in section 4. Generally, the Langmuir schemes mix more strongly and deeply than their non-Langmuir partners, but they are also in less agreement than non-Langmuir schemes. Both numerical and physical constructions are involved in the discrepancies. A comparison of the regimes of forcing realized in the realistic and idealized test cases in section 4.1 highlights when the schemes most disagree. Discussions of the comparison results, highlighting remaining issues, key regimes for evaluation, and future research directions are presented in section 5. A brief summary and major conclusions of the comparison are presented in section 6. This paper includes four appendices, including a brief summary of the key components of each scheme and the implementation methods in Appendix A; sensitivity tests for vertical resolutions and time steps in Appendix B; notes on the regimes of forcing (section 4.1) in Appendix C; and a description of source code and data accessibility in Appendix D.

2 Elements of Langmuir Turbulence Parameterization Schemes

The aim of an OSBL vertical mixing scheme is to accurately and efficiently approximate the vertical turbulent flux of an arbitrary field $\lambda$ in terms of a parametric dependence on known (model resolved) properties and parameters. A general form of the parameterized vertical turbulent flux can be written as

$$\langle w'\lambda' \rangle \approx F(\mathbf{u}, \overline{\lambda}, B_0, \text{Lat}, ...),$$

where $w$ is the vertical component of the velocity $\mathbf{u} = (u, v, w)$, $\overline{\lambda}$ is a horizontal and time mean (e.g., over a grid cell and time step as commonly implemented in OGCMs), and $\langle \cdot \rangle$ the fluctuations from this mean. The known variables in brackets can include mean fields, surface boundary conditions (e.g., the surface buoyancy flux $B_0$), and non-dimensional parameters (e.g., the turbulent Langmuir number $\text{Lat}$ to be introduced in equation (4)). Some second-moment closure schemes evolve a system of covariances...
or second-moments, including TKE and turbulent fluxes. Other schemes are based on similarity theory (e.g., KPP), which exploits the reoccurrence of particular balances or solutions of the dimensionless equations in a variety of conditions.

To demonstrate the various effects of Langmuir turbulence that have been included in vertical mixing schemes, we use a specific form of equation (1) commonly adopted in first-moment closure schemes, though several second-moment closure schemes are also included in the comparison. The concept of turbulent diffusion is commonly applied as

\[
\overline{w'\lambda'} = -K_\lambda \partial_z \overline{\lambda} + \Gamma_\lambda.
\]

The eddy diffusivity \((K_\lambda > 0)\) is commonly, and without loss of generality, written as the product of a velocity scale \(q\), a length scale \(l\) and a coefficient \(C_\lambda\) [Prandtl, 1925], all can be functions of depth \(z\),

\[
K_\lambda = C_\lambda q l.
\]

The last term in equation (2), \(\Gamma_\lambda\), represents any flux not linked to the local gradient of \(\overline{\lambda}\) and is thus known as the non-local flux. Various effects of Langmuir turbulence are addressed in Langmuir schemes by modifying components of equations (2) and (3), as detailed in the following sections.

### 2.1 Langmuir Turbulence Scales with Stokes Drift

Stokes drift [Stokes, 1847; Kenyon, 1969; Webb and Fox-Kemper, 2011, 2015; Myrhaug et al., 2014; van den Bremer and Breivik, 2018] is the key forcing component of the theory of Langmuir circulation and Langmuir turbulence [Craik and Leibovich, 1976; McWilliams et al., 1997]. The full Stokes drift profile is required for some schemes [Kantha and Clayson, 2004; Harcourt, 2013, 2015; Noh et al., 2016; Sinha et al., 2015; Reichl et al., 2016]. KPPLT-R16 and SMCLT-H15 represent this group in our comparison.

While the full profile is readily calculated from the wave spectrum predicted by third-generation wave models [Webb and Fox-Kemper, 2015], accurately transcribing the full profile across multiple components of a climate modeling system significantly increases the required information exchange with the wave model. Therefore, parametric profiles governed by parameters such as the Langmuir number are preferred [e.g., Sullivan et al., 2012; Webb and Fox-Kemper, 2015; Breivik et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017].

The most popular turbulent Langmuir number commonly used for different variants of KPP is given by

\[
La_t \equiv \left( \frac{u_s}{u_0^S} \right)^{1/2}
\]

[McWilliams et al., 1997], which compares the magnitude of the friction velocity \(u_s\) and the surface magnitude of Stokes drift, \(u_0^S\). These two velocity scales quantify the level of wind-driven shear turbulence and wave-driven Langmuir turbulence, respectively. Schemes using \(La_t\) include those in McWilliams and Sullivan [2000], Smyth et al. [2002], Takaya et al. [2010], Yang et al. [2015] and OSMOSIS, though the latter also requires the Stokes drift decay scale \(\delta^S\) assuming an exponential profile. This definition is attractive for its simplicity and its utility in scaling the energy budget [McWilliams et al., 1997; Grant and Belcher, 2009]. Although many of the schemes here use variants other than \(La_t\), it is used for all regime diagnoses in this paper (sections 4.1 and 4.3.2).

Notably, \(La_t\) neglects whether the Stokes drift is a result of long waves or short waves, i.e., the influence of the Stokes drift decay scale \(\delta^S\). The degree to which the Stokes drift extends into the OSBL is important [Kukulka and Harcourt, 2017], as is the fact that it is the vertical shear of the Stokes drift rather than the surface value that...
results in production of energy. To account for these effects, Harcourt and D’Asaro [2008] define a Langmuir number $L_{a_{SL}}$ from the surface layer averaged Stokes drift $\langle u^S \rangle_{SL}$ and a reference Stokes drift $u_{ref}^S$ near the base of the mixed layer,

$$L_{a_{SL}} \equiv \left[ \frac{u^*}{\langle u^S \rangle_{SL} - u_{ref}^S} \right]^{1/2},$$

which is used in ePBL-LT and the scaling of Langmuir-enhanced entrainment in KPPLT-LF17.

The projected Langmuir number takes account for the effects of misalignment between wind and waves [Hanley et al., 2010; Van Roekel et al., 2012; Reichl et al., 2016]. One variant based on $L_{a_{SL}}$ is written as

$$L_{a_{SLP}} = \left[ \frac{u^* \cos \theta_{wl}}{\langle u^S \rangle_{SL} \cos (\theta_{ww} - \theta_{wl})} \right]^{1/2},$$

where $\theta_{ww}$ is the misalignment between wind and waves, and $\theta_{wl}$ between wind and Langmuir cells. Different variants of $L_{a_{SLP}}$ are used in KPPLT-VR12, KPPLT-R16 and the scaling of Langmuir-enhanced diffusivity in KPPLT-LF17.

### 2.2 Enhanced Turbulent Diffusivity $K_\lambda$

There is a general consensus that the diffusivity $K_\lambda$ appearing in equation (3) should be elevated in the presence of Langmuir turbulence to represent the enhanced vertical mixing found in field measurements. The question is how? We can do so by enhancing $K_\lambda$ directly (e.g., KPPLT-R16) or enhancing the velocity scale $q$ [e.g., McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000, KPPLT-VR12, KPPLT-LF17] in first-moment closure schemes using an Langmuir number-dependent enhancement factor. Figure A.1 in Appendix A.1 compares different formulas of the enhancement factor applied to $q$ adopted in some of these schemes. Note that directly enhancing $q$ affects other components of the scheme that depend on $q$, which is one of the differences between KPPLT-VR12 and KPPLT-R16. In second-moment closure schemes, this is usually done by adding the contribution of Stokes drift to the TKE and length scale equations and $C_\lambda$ in equation (3) [e.g., Axell, 2002; Kantha and Clayson, 2004, SMCLT-H15] or enhancing the length scale $l$ in some other variants [e.g., Noh et al., 2016].

### 2.3 Modified Vertical Profile of $K_\lambda$

In addition to its magnitude, the functional form of $K_\lambda$ versus $z$ is also modified by the presence of Langmuir turbulence [e.g., Sinha et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015]. This modification is a direct result of the distinctive structures of Langmuir turbulence [Teixeira and Belcher, 2010], with enhanced vertical TKE versus its horizontal components. This effect can be accounted for by modifying the coefficient $C_\lambda$ in equation (3), corresponding to the shape function $G_\lambda$ in KPP-based schemes [e.g., Sinha et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015] and the stability function $S_\lambda$ in two-equation models such as SMCLT-H15. However, a consensus has not been reached on such modifications. The Stokes drift decay depth seems to affect this profile shape significantly [Kukulka and Harcourt, 2017].

### 2.4 Modified Non-Local Flux $\Gamma_\lambda$

The non-local flux $\Gamma_\lambda$ in equation (2) is usually attributed to coherent structures in the OSBL such as convective plumes [Troen and Mahrt, 1986; Large et al., 1994]. Given the coherent windrows associated with Langmuir circulation commonly seen in ocean surface observations [Thorpe, 2004] and the deeply penetrating jets seen especially in LES of Langmuir turbulence [Polton and Belcher, 2007], it is expected that such structures of Langmuir turbulence will contribute to $\Gamma_\lambda$. The non-local
fluxes of scalar fields and momentum are discussed extensively in the context of KPP [McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000; Smyth et al., 2002; Griffies et al., 2015; Sinha et al., 2015; Van Roekel et al., 2018], but an agreement on the effects of Langmuir turbulence has not been reached, perhaps because non-local fluxes are typically diagnosed as the residual of local fluxes, causing errors in local fluxes to appear in non-local flux diagnoses. Therefore, none of the KPP schemes compared here alter this term.

2.5 Down-Stokes Drift-Shear Momentum Flux

A down-Stokes drift-shear momentum flux is ‘non-local’ to the Eulerian mean flow, and can be treated as a non-local momentum flux in KPP-based schemes [e.g., McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000; Sinha et al., 2015]. The necessity of this term is also justified by the ‘anti-Stokes’ effect [Uchiyama et al., 2010; McWilliams and Fox-Kemper, 2013; Haney et al., 2015; Suzuki and Fox-Kemper, 2016; Pearson, 2018], which significantly modifies the Eulerian mean velocity profile. The idea of down-Lagrangian shear mixing is extensively examined in McWilliams et al. [2012] and adopted in Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes such as the KPPLT-R16. Other schemes, such as SMCLT-H15, require a generally different turbulent viscosity for the down-Stokes drift shear component, due to the distinct dynamical effects of the Stokes drift and the Eulerian shear.

2.6 Momentum Flux Distinct from Shear Orientation

Another issue of parameterizing the momentum flux is whether it is sufficient to use just a scalar turbulent viscosity $K_u$ in equation (2), especially in the presence of ocean surface waves. It has been shown that the turbulent momentum flux in LES exhibits significant misalignment from both Eulerian and Lagrangian velocity shear, though the misalignment angle from the latter is much smaller [McWilliams et al., 2012]. Thus, the diagnosed $K_u$ in equation (2) assuming $\Gamma_u = 0$ (or $K_L^u$ relative to the Lagrangian mean flow) is a tensor rather than a scalar. In addition, this misalignment depends on the decay scale and direction of Stokes drift, the direction of the winds, and the relative strength of waves and winds [Van Roekel et al., 2012; McWilliams et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2015]. Different Stokes and Eulerian turbulent viscosity in SMCLT-H15 will generate such a misalignment, but none of the other schemes compared here using a $K_L^u$ formulation represent this effect.

2.7 Enhanced Entrainment Due to Unresolved Shear

Entrainment at the base of the OSBL is important for the vertical fluxes of heat and other tracers that have the source at the surface or below the OSBL [McWilliams et al., 2014]. LES show enhanced entrainment in the presence of Langmuir turbulence [e.g., McWilliams et al., 1997; Grant and Belcher, 2009; McWilliams et al., 2014; Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017], partially due to plumes reminiscent of convective plumes [Li, 2018], associated with the penetrating jets of Langmuir turbulence [Polton and Belcher, 2007]. To account for this effect, the unresolved shear term in KPP can be enhanced either by applying an enhancement factor (e.g., KPPLT-VR12 and KPPLT-R16), or by explicitly allowing the entrainment buoyancy flux $\overline{w'b'}$ to depend on Langmuir number in the derivation of this term [e.g., McWilliams et al., 2014, KPPLT-LF17]. The ePBL-LT scheme accounts for this effect by including the Langmuir turbulence contribution in the mechanical energy budget.

2.8 Enhanced Entrainment due to Resolved Shear

The presence of Langmuir turbulence results in more well-mixed velocity, hence weaker velocity shear near the surface, as seen in both observations [e.g., Schudlich...
and Price, 1998; Gargett et al., 2004] and LES [e.g., McWilliams et al., 1997; Kukulka et al., 2010], especially when the OSBL depth is relatively shallow. As a result, the mean shear flow at the base of the OSBL is elevated and contributes significantly to the mixed layer deepening [Kukulka et al., 2010]. In addition, the interaction between Langmuir turbulence and inertial currents also needs to be considered to correctly simulate the shear-induced mixing at the base of the OSBL, especially after a tropical cyclone passage [Wang et al., 2018]. With sufficient vertical and temporal resolutions to resolve the shear near the base of the OSBL and inertial currents, this effect is included in most of the Langmuir schemes compared here, though it depends heavily on the parameterized momentum flux.

3 Data and Comparison Methods

The General Ocean Turbulence Model version 5 [GOTM5, Umlauf et al., 2014] is a one-dimensional water column model with flexible configurations of vertical mixing schemes. We make use of GOTM5 as a common driver for all vertical mixing schemes. All Langmuir schemes to be compared were implemented directly in GOTM5 by adapting their current implementations in popular OGCMs or single column models, or in the external CVMix package (github.com/CVMix) and called from GOTM5. Implementations of these Langmuir schemes in GOTM5 were verified separately and in various degrees of detail by comparing with their original implementations under scenarios that were used for development. To provide the necessary wave information for all Langmuir schemes, we implemented in GOTM5 an interface that allows the input of Stokes drift via various methods. A list of all these schemes can be found in Table 1 and Table 2. Brief descriptions of key components of each scheme and the implementation methods in GOTM5 can be found in Appendix A.

To reveal the differences among schemes in different scenarios, single column simulations with GOTM5 were conducted in three test cases that serve distinct purposes. The initial conditions and surface forcing of these simulations range from idealized scenarios, as commonly used in LES studies, to more realistic scenarios, either as observed at Ocean Stations and by Argo floats, or as covered in the global atmospheric surface forcing dataset JRA55-do [Tsujino et al., 2018] designed to drive global ocean/sea-ice models. JRA55-do is derived from a blend of observations and reanalysis, and represents an estimate of the global atmospheric state that we use to derive ocean surface forcing conditions.

All code and data are available online. See Appendix D: for more detail.

3.1 Test Case 1: Simulations at Ocean Stations

Observed temperature and salinity profiles and surface fluxes from two ocean stations: (1) the Ocean Surface Mixing, Ocean Submesoscale Interaction Study [OSMOSIS, 48.7°N, 16.2°W, Damerell et al., 2016], and (2) Ocean Climate Station Papa (OCS-Papa, 50.1°N, 144.9°W, www.pmel.noaa.gov/OCS/Papa) and waverider buoy data (J. Thomson, APL-UW), were used to initialize and force GOTM5 simulations in this test case. Three sets of simulations were conducted, as listed in Table 3, focusing on the deepening of mixed layer in winter, shoaling of mixed layer in spring and a full seasonal cycle, respectively. Each set consists of 11 runs with different schemes.

All simulations are run with $\Delta z = 1$ m vertical grid spacing and $\Delta t = 1$ min time step, and with 3-hourly instantaneous output for analysis. These values resemble the fine resolution cases from Van Roekel et al. [2018] and Reichl and Hallberg [2018], so schemes are not expected to be challenged by resolution in this comparison. In addition, combinations of three different vertical grids, $\Delta z = \{1, 5, 10\}$ m, and four different time steps, $\Delta t = \{1, 10, 30, 60\}$ min, were tested to assess the sensitivity of each
Table 3. A summary of simulations at ocean stations. The domain refers to the vertical extent of the water column considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Domain (m)</th>
<th>Simulation time</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OSMOSIS-Winter</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>09/22/2012 - 12/05/2012</td>
<td>Winter mixed layer deepening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSMOSIS-Spring</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>12/25/2012 - 09/10/2013</td>
<td>Spring restratification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCS-Papa</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>03/21/2012 - 03/20/2013</td>
<td>Full seasonal cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although we have the “truth” of evolving temperature, salinity, and velocity measured at the ocean stations, these observations are not directly comparable to the single column simulations since horizontal processes and vertical advection to and from the deep ocean are ignored in the simulations. Even at OCS-Papa where the horizontal advection of heat and salt is relatively weak [Freeland, 2007], the simulated temperature drifts from the observation with most schemes. We therefore choose not to compare the simulation results with observations. Instead, the comparison is focused on quantifying the distinct behaviors of different schemes under realistic forcing. These differences will be discussed in a much broader context with the help of global JRA55-do forced single column simulations introduced next. The data at ocean stations is a valuable complement to the global JRA55-do results because of the high accuracy of the observed fluxes at these ocean stations when compared to the less accurate, but global view provided by JRA55-do.

3.2 Test Case 2: JRA55-do Forced Simulations

To provide a global view of the differences among the Langmuir schemes over a seasonal cycle, we conduct one set of GOTM5 simulations within each 4° × 4° box over the global ocean south of 72°N using realistic surface forcing and ocean surface wave information for each month. The Arctic is not covered by these simulations as a sea ice model will be required to compute the fluxes at the ice-sea interface and interactions with sea ice are not included in any of the schemes compared here. A full nonlinear equation of state would also be required in the Arctic. In total, we conducted around 24000 sets of such one-month single column simulations (~2000 [grid points] × 12 [months]). Each set of simulations contains 11 runs with different schemes, all initialized from the same Argo temperature and salinity profiles with zero velocity. Argo profile data from years 2004 to 2013 [WOD13, Boyer et al., 2013] were used to generate the initial conditions for these simulations. To select the most representative Argo profiles at a given location and time, all profiles within the domain and time
window of ±20 days relative to the targeted day of the year were first collected in a pool. The actual Argo profiles nearest the median surface temperature of all the available profiles in the pool were selected as the initial conditions for that 4° × 4° box. The year of the Argo data was ignored to maximize the number of Argo profiles in use for better representability, noting that the focus here is comparison across the schemes under realistic conditions rather than reproducing the observations on any particular day or location. Argo profiles with too much missing data (more than 1/3 of the total within the upper 100 m) were removed.

The JRA55 \[Japan Meteorological Agency/Japan, 2013\] based surface dataset for driving ocean-sea ice models \[JRA55-do, version 1.3, Tsujino et al., 2018\] was used here to provide the surface forcing, including 3-hourly mean surface wind, air temperature, humidity, sea level pressure, precipitation and short wave radiation. The values of these variables at the targeted location were taken from the nearest grid in the JRA55-do gridded data. Air-sea fluxes were calculated from these variables internally in GOTM5 following Fairall et al. \[1996\], using the air-sea temperature difference and relative wind velocity from the simulated sea surface temperature and currents. Ocean surface wave information was obtained from a WAVEWATCH III simulation forced by the same JRA55-do surface dataset for consistency. Instead of saving the full wave spectrum from WAVEWATCH III, the directional partitioned surface Stokes drift $u^S_0$ with three frequency bins ($n = 3$) were saved and input into GOTM5 to approximately reconstruct the full profile of Stokes drift from

$$u^S(z) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} u^S_0 \exp(2k_iz), \quad (9)$$

where $u^S_0$ is determined by integrating the full wave spectrum over each frequency bin with a mean wavenumber $k_i$. This approach is found to be a suitable compromise in terms of accuracy of the profile and data storage considerations compared to using the full wave model wave spectra ($n = 40$). The JRA55-do surface forcing data from years 2008-2009 was used here, because it allows direct comparison with similar simulations forced by the Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments phase II \[CORE-II, updated to the year 2009, Large and Yeager, 2009\]. The comparison of these forcing products in terms of their effects on mixing will be described in a separate paper.

The length of each simulation was set to one month, starting from the first day of a month. This approach is more favorable than running each simulation for a whole year (the approach taken in our initial tests). In this way, the simulation time is relatively short so that the seasonal cycle is well-represented and the drift away from initial conditions inherent in a single column model is limited, yet the simulations are still long enough to allow the different schemes to diverge from the initial condition and from one another.

All simulations run on a uniform vertical grid extending to 500 m with $\Delta z = 1$ m grid spacing. Time step of $\Delta t = 10$ min was used to reduce computational cost without significant degradation in the quality of the results (see Appendix B\textsuperscript{12}). Three-hourly instantaneous output were saved for analysis. We used the same linear equation of state as simulations at the ocean stations (Section 3.1). Again, nudging of the horizontal velocity to zero with a relaxation time scale of 5 days was applied to suppress inertial oscillation.

### 3.3 Test Case 3: Idealized Simulations and Comparison with LES

LES with various constant wind, waves, and destabilizing surface buoyancy flux forcing \[Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017\] and in tropical cyclone conditions \[Reichl et al., 2016\] were used to tune parameters in KPPLT-LF17, KPPLT-R16 and ePBL-LT. The initial conditions and surface forcing in those studies are idealized, though the pa-
rameter space covered is intended to be realistic. The same initial temperature and salinity profiles and surface forcing conditions are used here to setup GOTM5 simulations with different schemes. It provides a suitable way to evaluate these schemes, without the complications of the effects of horizontal processes, instrumental error, etc. However, our LES experiments are missing many processes, such as breaking surface waves, bubbles, spray, and interactions with submesoscale fronts. Therefore, the most accurate GOTM5 scheme might fail to precisely match the corresponding LES because the LES is missing processes. However, most of the parameterization schemes were developed in a similar theoretical framing as the LES so this outcome is unlikely. Some of the schemes were designed with some of these LES results as a target; it is expected that these schemes will have an unfair advantage in performing most like their training LES. Nevertheless, it is our aspiration to explain some of the discrepancies among schemes found in the realistic forcing cases making use of these more controlled circumstances.

Two sets of GOTM5 simulations were conducted to compare with LES results of Li and Fox-Kemper [2017] and Reichl et al. [2016], respectively. The first set of GOTM5 simulations uses the initial conditions and surface forcing conditions of Case S-L1 and Case S-B in Li and Fox-Kemper [2017] (see their Table 1). The parameters in these simulations were set to be identical to the LES wherever possible. All the simulations run for 48 hours with time step of $\Delta t = 1$ min and instantaneous output was saved every 15 min for analysis. This set of simulations focuses on the weak to moderate entrainment processes under constant wind, wave and destabilizing surface buoyancy conditions. The second set of GOTM5 simulations explores scenarios under an idealized hurricane with 5 m s$^{-1}$ translation speed and maximum wind speed of 65 m s$^{-1}$ [Reichl et al., 2016]. In particular, the initial condition and surface forcing conditions were taken at the location of maximum wind speed, 50 km to the right of the path of the hurricane center. Consistent with the LES, all the GOTM5 simulations run on a vertical grid with maximum depth of 240 m and grid spacing of $\Delta z = 1$ m. The total simulation time was 72 hours (wind peaked at around hour 37), with the same 1 min time step and 15 min output interval. This set of simulations focuses on the strong entrainment process driven by the transient high wind and waves during a hurricane, with significant deepening of mixed layer within a few hours. Unlike the simulations at ocean stations and the JRA55-do forced simulations, no damping to the velocity was applied here for both sets of simulations to be consistent with the LES. Note that momentum equations in these LES also include the Coriolis-Stokes force, which is accounted for in the GOTM5 simulations depending on the Langmuir schemes (see Table 1 and Appendix A.1).

4 Results

4.1 Regimes of Langmuir Turbulence: Realistic Parameter Space

Langmuir turbulence parameterizations are often developed through training and tuning against a particular set of LES. Consequently, different schemes emphasize distinct regions of the parameter space. One such example is the different formulas for the enhancement factor implied from different LES studies of Langmuir turbulence as compared in Figure A.1 (see more discussion in Appendix A.1). Therefore, we briefly review the parameter space explored in previous LES studies of Langmuir turbulence versus the parameter space covered in the JRA55-do test case here.

Here, we generalize the regime diagram in $La_t - h/L_L$ parameter space introduced by Belcher et al. [2012]. The turbulent Langmuir number $La_t$ defined in equation (4) measures the relative importance of the wind-driven shear turbulence and Langmuir turbulence in the TKE budget [McWilliams et al., 1997]. The parameter $h/L_L$ measures the relative importance of convection versus Langmuir turbulence [Belcher et al.,
2012], with \( h \) a length scale of the OSBL thickness and

\[
L_L \equiv -\frac{u_*^2 u_0^S}{B_0} \quad (10)
\]

the Langmuir stability length. The surface buoyancy flux \( B_0 \) (dimensions of squared length per cubed time) is defined such that a positive value corresponds to stabilizing (e.g., ocean freshening or warming) conditions. Note that this is opposite to the definition used in Belcher et al. [2012] so that a positive value of \( L_L \) corresponds to convection here. However, since we also define \( h \) to be positive, the parameter \( h/L_L \)

\[
\text{Belcher et al. [2012] categorize the surface forcing regime under destabilizing surface buoyancy flux conditions (\( B_0 < 0 \)) into shear turbulence, Langmuir turbulence and convective turbulence regimes (see their Figure 3). They do so according to the relative contribution of each kind of turbulence to the turbulent dissipation rate \( \epsilon > 0 \) (dimensions squared length per cubed time) at the center of the OSBL,}
\]

\[
\frac{\epsilon(z = -0.5h)}{u_*^3/h} = A_S + A_L\frac{La_t^2}{L_L} + A_C\frac{La_t^2}{L_L} \quad (11)
\]

with dimensionless coefficients \( A_S = 2[1 - \exp(-0.5La_t)], A_L = 0.22 \) and \( A_C = 0.3 \) estimated from LES studies. Controversies exist on this approach and its applicability to accurately describe the sea surface conditions in field measurements [e.g., Large et al., 2019]. Nevertheless, this regime diagram is helpful to contrast the parameter space already explored in LES of Langmuir turbulence with that in realistic global ocean datasets.

Note that Belcher et al. [2012] use the mixed layer depth (i.e., \( h = h_m \)) in equation (11) and their Figure 3, focusing on destabilizing surface forcing conditions. Under stabilizing surface forcing conditions, the active mixing layer, or the boundary layer, is much shallower than the mixed layer [Pearson et al., 2015]. Therefore, here we use the boundary layer depth diagnosed in KPP-CVMix (i.e., \( h = h_b \)), which is generally consistent with \( h_m \) under destabilizing surface forcing conditions, but allows us to extend the regime diagram to stable surface forcing regimes. Diagnosing \( h_b \) in KPP-CVMix or other schemes using a diffusivity threshold [e.g., Noh and Lee, 2008] yield similar results.

Figure 1a reproduces Figure 3 of Belcher et al. [2012]. The background shows the dimensionless turbulent dissipation rate, \( \log_{10}(\epsilon h/u_*^3) \), under destabilizing buoyancy forcing according to equation (11). Thick contours delineate regions where each of the three kinds of turbulence dominates the energy. The overlaid white contours show contours of the joint probability distribution function (PDF) of \( \log_{10}(La_t) \) and \( \log_{10}(h/L_L) \) that enclose 30%, 60%, 90% and 99% of all \( B_0 < 0 \) instances centered at the highest PDF. These contours are estimated from a set of single column and global wave model simulations using JRA55-do over 12 months described in section 3.2. It is important to note that this figure has logarithmic axes, consistent with the wide range and asymptotic scaling under study, but some care is required in interpreting probability densities in log-log figures (see more discussion in Appendix C: ).

The probability distribution in Figure 1a represents about 62% of all the 3-hourly JRA55-do data over 12 months, which is the likelihood of destabilizing buoyancy forcing. This distribution indicates that when \( B_0 < 0 \) the typical scale of \( h/L_L \) over the global ocean places surface forcing conditions from the 3-hourly JRA55-do data between Langmuir turbulence and convection. The other 38% of forcing has stabilizing surface buoyancy fluxes (\( B_0 > 0 \)), shown in the La_\text{t} - h/L_L parameter space in Figure 1b. Under both destabilizing and stabilizing surface conditions, wind-driven
Figure 1. Regime diagrams in parameter spaces (a) $L_a - h/L_L$ following Belcher et al. [2012], and (b) $L_a - -h/L_L$, which describe situations with destabilizing and stabilizing surface buoyancy fluxes, respectively. Both panels are plotted in log-log space. Filled contours in the background of panel (a) show the normalized turbulent dissipation rate $\log_{10}(\epsilon h/u^3)$ according to equation (11). Thick contours in black divide the parameter space into regions where each of the three kinds of turbulence forcing dominates (greater than 90%). White contours in panel (a) and black contours in panel (b) show the contours of the joint probability distribution function (PDF) of $\log_{10}(L_a)$ and $\log_{10}(h/L_L)$ ($\log_{10}(-h/L_L)$ for panel (b)) that enclose 30%, 60%, 90% and 99% of all instances centered at the highest PDF. These distributions are estimated from the 3-hourly output of the GOTM5 simulations forced by JRA55-do over 12 months, representing about 62% and 38% of all the data, respectively. Overlaid dots in color mark the regimes explored in some representative LES studies of Langmuir turbulence. Diamond with error bars show the mean and range (mean ± standard deviation, calculated in log$_{10}$ space) of parameters represented in LES with transient forcing, in contrast to LES with constant forcing as shown in dots. Dashed lines in color show the approximate range of parameter space covered in those studies where the exact parameters were not explicitly reported. The gray dashed line in panel (b) shows the maximum equilibrium $-h/L_L$ value suggested by Pearson et al. [2015].
explored in [Pearson et al., 2015] with various surface heating conditions and rotation effects. Both sets of LES were used to tune parameters in OSMOSIS. Neutral surface forcing conditions in both [Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008] and [Grant and Belcher, 2009] correspond to $h/L_L = 0$, represented in this diagram by symbols on the bottom edge for convenience. Magenta dots mark the regimes of misaligned wind and waves explored in [Van Roekel et al., 2012], of which the scaling for vertical velocity variance was used in KPPLT-VR12 to estimate the enhancement factor. Pink dots mark the regimes explored in LES of mixed Langmuir turbulence and convection by [Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017], which was used in both KPPLT-LF17 and ePBL-LT to constrain the entrainment buoyancy flux and integrated buoyancy flux over the entrainment zone, respectively. Purple diamonds mark the regimes spanned in the transient conditions of idealized hurricanes explored in [Reichl et al., 2016], which were used to tune parameters in KPPLT-R16.

For LES under constant forcing in stable regimes (colored dots in Figure 1b), $h/L_L$ was estimated from $h_i/L_L$ with $h_i$ the initial mixed layer depth using equation (4) of [Pearson et al., 2015]. This equation suggests a maximum equilibrium value of $-h/L_L = 1/3$ in the limit of strong surface heating, which is shown by the gray dashed line. However, under transient forcing $-h/L_L$ can be significantly larger as illustrated by the black contours.

It should be noted that the symbols and dashed lines here only represent the projections of the actual regimes explored in each study onto the $La_t - h/L_L$ parameter space. There are other dimensions of the full parameter space explored in these studies that are not represented in this regime diagram, such as different penetration depths of Stokes drift in [Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008], different wind-wave misalignment conditions in [Van Roekel et al., 2012], and different combinations of surface and penetrative (radiative) heat fluxes in [Kukulka et al., 2013] and [Pearson et al., 2015]. Even so, this regime diagram reveals that many parts of the parameter space are still not well explored, especially those of Langmuir turbulence under transient stabilizing surface conditions (Figure 1b). Likewise, were the probability distributions for the station observations in Test Case 1 (section 3.1, Table 3) shown, the LES differ greatly from the forcing regimes seen at the OCS-Papa and OSMOSIS sites. For this reason, it is insufficient to evaluate schemes here versus only LES.

4.2 Test Case 1: An Overview of the Comparison

This section presents results of Test Case 1, which provides an overview of the comparison among 11 schemes under realistic forcing conditions. Time evolution of the temperature and salinity profiles simulated by GOTM5 for OSMOSIS-Winter, OSMOSIS-Spring and OCS-Papa were examined, as well as buoyancy and spice assuming linear equation of state. No significant distinction was found among temperature, salinity, buoyancy, and spice behaviors of different schemes. Therefore, we only present the evolution of buoyancy profiles for the three cases here as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4, respectively.

OSMOSIS-Winter and OSMOSIS-Spring together represent a full seasonal cycle of the mixed layer at a mid-latitude region in the North Atlantic, with strong variations in the mixed layer depth. The winter mixed layer deepening is rapid due to a strong destabilizing surface buoyancy flux, leading to a mixed layer depth of a few hundred meters starting from the rather shallow summer mixed layer depth of less than 50 m. Intermittent deepening events occur during the spring shoaling of the mixed layer. The water properties in the mixed layer are significantly influenced by horizontal advection of different water masses and submesoscale processes [Damerell et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2016], which are ignored here in the single column simulations.
Figure 2. Comparison of simulated buoyancy with different schemes for the OSMOSIS-Winter case. Panel (a) shows time series of water-side surface friction velocity $u_*$ (m s$^{-1}$) in black, turbulent Langmuir number $L_a$ in blue ($L_a = 0.3$ in dark blue for reference), and surface buoyancy flux $B_0$ (m$^2$ s$^{-3}$) in red ($B_0 = 0$ m$^2$ s$^{-3}$ in dark red for reference). For clarity, $20 \times u_*$ is shown, sharing the same vertical axis with $L_a$ on the left, whereas $B_0$ uses the vertical axis on the right. Panel (b) shows Hovmöller diagram of the simulated buoyancy $b$ (m s$^{-2}$) for KPP-CVMix, with the mixed layer depth (MLD) defined by the 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ density criterion [de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004] marked in gray. For reference, a buoyancy anomaly of $3.0 \times 10^{-3}$ m s$^{-2}$ is the equivalent of 1.8 °C temperature or 0.40 g kg$^{-1}$ salinity anomaly. Panels (c)-(l) show the differences in simulated buoyancy from KPP-CVMix for all other schemes, with the MLD marked in black. For comparison, the MLD for KPP-CVMix is also shown in (c)-(l) in gray. Note that the order of the panels are chosen so that panels on the left show the results of non-Langmuir schemes, and panels on the right show results of Langmuir schemes.

Langmuir number is around 0.3 throughout the year (Figures 2a and 3a), suggesting significant influences of Langmuir turbulence on the vertical mixing.
Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for the OSMOSIS-Spring case. Panel (a) shows water-side surface friction velocity $u^*$ (m s$^{-1}$) in black, turbulent Langmuir number $L_a$ in blue, and surface buoyancy flux $B_0$ (m$^2$ s$^{-3}$) in red. Panel (b) shows the simulated buoyancy $b$ (m s$^{-2}$) for KPP-CVMix, with MLD defined by the 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ density criterion in gray. Panels (c)-(l) show the differences in simulated buoyancy from KPP-CVMix for all other schemes, with their 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ MLD in black and the KPP-CVMix MLD in gray. For reference, a buoyancy anomaly of $3.0 \times 10^{-3}$ m s$^{-2}$ is the equivalent of 1.8 °C temperature or 0.40 g kg$^{-1}$ salinity anomaly. Only the upper 150 m of the domain is shown for clarity.

OCS-Papa represents a full seasonal cycle of the mixed layer at mid-latitude in the North Pacific, where the horizontal advection of heat and salt is relatively weak [Freeland, 2007]. As a result of the much milder winter destabilizing surface buoyancy flux, the seasonal variations of mixed layer depth at this site is much weaker than that at the OSMOSIS site, with a summer mixed layer depth of about 20 m and a winter mixed layer depth less than 100 m. However, the wind is strong in winter and surface gravity waves are intense with a turbulent Langmuir number of around 0.2 (Figure 4a). Therefore, considering the much shallower mixed layer depth than at the OSMOSIS
Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 but for the OCS-Papa case. Panel (a) shows water-side surface friction velocity $u_*$ (m s$^{-1}$) in black, turbulent Langmuir number La$\text{T}$ in blue, and surface buoyancy flux $B_0$ (m$^2$ s$^{-3}$) in red. Panel (b) shows the simulated buoyancy $b$ (m s$^{-2}$) for KPP-CVMix, with MLD defined by the 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ density criterion in gray. Panels (c)-(l) show the differences in simulated buoyancy from KPP-CVMix for all other schemes, with their 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ MLD in black and the KPP-CVMix MLD in gray. For reference, a buoyancy anomaly of $3.0 \times 10^{-3}$ m s$^{-2}$ is the equivalent of 1.8 °C temperature or 0.40 g kg$^{-1}$ salinity anomaly. Only the upper 150 m of the domain is shown for clarity.

At the OCS-Papa site, we expect much greater influences of Langmuir turbulence on the vertical mixing at the OCS-Papa site.

Figures 2-4 indicate that the different schemes give quite distinct results. Significant discrepancies are observed both among the Langmuir schemes and among the non-Langmuir schemes, with substantial overlaps between the two groups.
A closer examination of these figures show that most of the discrepancies appear to be in the mixed layer deepening phase. In particular, of the five non-Langmuir schemes, ePBL gives the most rapid deepening of mixed layer under destabilizing surface conditions, whereas KPP-CVMix gives the weakest, with the result of $k$-$\epsilon$-SG95 closer to ePBL and SMC-KC94 closer to KPP-CVMix. KPP-ROMS seems to agree with KPP-CVMix in OSMOSIS-Winter case where mixed layer depth is relatively deep and destabilizing surface buoyancy flux is strong, but less so in the other two cases where mixed layer depth is relatively shallow, destabilizing surface buoyancy flux is relatively weak and wind is strong. Sensitivity tests show that the disagreements between the two versions of KPP decreases with increased damping of the horizontal velocity, mostly resulting from the changes in KPP-ROMS (not shown). This result suggests that KPP-ROMS is more susceptible to strong velocity shear at the base of the OSBL associated with inertial oscillations, which may also contribute to its larger sensitivity to vertical resolution than KPP-CVMix (Appendix B). Consistent with Van Roekel et al. [2018], we also notice quite strong sensitivity of KPP-CVMix to numerical details in determining the boundary layer depth from a bulk Richardson number criterion (see Appendix A.1 for more details). All these results suggest that the algorithm and other numerical details in the formulation and implementation of a particular scheme are also important in addition to the underlying physics.

Of the six Langmuir schemes, KPPLT-R16 gives the most rapid deepening of mixed layer under destabilizing surface conditions. This behavior is expected as KPPLT-R16 was targeted to study strong wind and waves regimes under hurricane conditions without an explicit constraint on effects of destabilizing surface buoyancy flux [Reichl et al., 2016] and will likely over-predict the entrainment by convection [see also Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017]. KPPLT-VR12 gives the weakest mixed layer deepening, especially when the destabilizing surface buoyancy flux is strong. The results of KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT and SMCLT-H15 are similar in most respects. However, the net effects of Langmuir turbulence, as reflected by comparing each Langmuir scheme to their non-Langmuir counterpart, appear to agree better in the OCS-Papa and OSMOSIS-Spring cases but less so in the OSMOSIS-Winter case. The OSMOSIS scheme behaves similarly to other Langmuir schemes in mixed layer deepening events, but differs significantly in mixed layer shoaling and restratification events. This is probably because it solves prognostic equations for boundary layer depth under both deepening and shoaling conditions (see more details in Appendix A.3).

### 4.3 Test Case 2: A Global Perspective

In this section we present results of Test Case 2, which compares different schemes from a global perspective. Unlike the previous section, here we use the monthly mean mixed layer depth (MLD) defined by the 0.03 kg m$^{-3}$ density criterion [de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004] as a diagnostic quantity to quantify the different behaviors of all the 11 schemes. Time series of MLD for each one-month simulation is first diagnosed from the density field, then averaged to get the monthly mean. This measure is directly relevant to the application in climate models. Other diagnostics, such as alternative definitions of MLD, the rate of change in potential energy and sea surface temperature (SST), were also examined and they generally tell the same story, though the results are quantitatively different, reflecting the complex nature of the turbulent mixing problem that is not fully captured by the MLD. While we acknowledge the necessity of using multiple diagnostics to fully describe the different behaviors of these schemes, for brevity full documentation of all diagnostics is left out, though the reader is encouraged to access the simulation code and full suite of diagnostic results online: github.com/qingli411/gotm and github.com/qingli411/gotmwork.
4.3.1 Comparisons by Region and Season

Figure 5 and Figure 6 show maps of monthly mean MLD simulated by the different schemes in January and July. In the absence of “truth”, MLD of all schemes are compared with the mean MLD of the five non-Langmuir schemes (Panel (a)), and this mean is taken as the reference MLD throughout sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 unless otherwise noted. The anomaly from this reference MLD for each scheme are shown in other panels.

Figure 5. Comparison of January 2009 mean mixed layer depth (MLD) simulated by different schemes with atmospheric forcing from JRA55-do. Panel (a) shows the map of mean MLD averaged over the five non-Langmuir schemes (upper color bar in m). Panels (b)-(l) show the differences of MLD from that mean for each of the 11 schemes (lower color bar in m; positive for deeper MLD). Note that the color scale in both color bars are nonlinear.
Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but comparison of July 2008 mean mixed layer depth (MLD). (a) Mean of five non-Langmuir schemes, (b)-(l) show the differences from mean in (a) for each of the 11 schemes.

As in the ocean station comparison, significant discrepancies are seen among the Langmuir schemes, as well as among the non-Langmuir schemes. Of the five non-Langmuir schemes, \( k-\epsilon \)-SG95 is closest to the reference MLD. ePBL gives systematically deeper MLD and SMC-KC94 systematically shallower, both with the differences from the mean approximately proportional to the mean MLD, i.e., greater differences where the mean MLD is deep. Interestingly, the two non-Langmuir versions of KPP are at the opposite ends of the distribution, with KPP-CVMix having the shallower MLD and KPP-ROMS having deeper. The differences between these two appear smaller in winter hemispheres but substantial in summer hemispheres. This result suggests that both the physical and numerical formulations of each scheme have a nontrivial impact on a global scale.
Among the Langmuir schemes, KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT and SMCLT-H15 give more consistent results than the other three Langmuir schemes, showing significantly deeper MLD than the reference MLD in the Northern Hemisphere extratropical regions in winter and Southern Ocean in both winter and summer. KPPLT-VR12 gives deeper MLD than its non-Langmuir turbulence counterpart, KPP-CVMix, but shallower than some other non-Langmuir schemes, such as ePBL. As expected, KPPLT-R16 predicts the deepest MLD of all schemes, especially in winter when strong convection occurs. OSMOSIS results differ from all other schemes, with the simulated MLD deeper in the high-latitudes of the winter hemisphere as consistent with Test Case 1, but shallower than the reference non-Langmuir MLD in the mid- to low-latitudes.

These discrepancies among schemes are consistent throughout the seasonal cycle, as shown by the zonal mean MLD for each month in Figure 7 and their root-mean-square (RMS) differences from the reference MLD in Figure 8. KPPLT-R16 gives the deepest MLD at all latitudes for all months. OSMOSIS gives the shallowest MLD except in the high latitudes, especially in winter. All other schemes seem to agree in simulated MLD in low latitudes for all months and in Northern Hemisphere mid- to high-latitudes in summer, while they disagree significantly in the Southern Ocean all year and Northern Hemisphere mid- to high-latitudes from October to May. Interestingly, KPP-ROMS gives up to 10 m deeper MLD than other schemes in this group near the equator (Figure 7). This behavior might be related to the strong vertical shear of near surface current in the equatorial Pacific picked up by the integral of the shear magnitude in KPP-ROMS (see equation A.3).

A summary of the differences of simulated MLD among all the 11 schemes is presented in Figure 9. Panel (a) shows the distribution of the differences of monthly mean MLD in each scheme from the reference MLD, whereas panel (c) shows the distribution of the ratios of these two. Again, significant differences are seen among both the Langmuir schemes and non-Langmuir schemes. Generally, we find greater spread in the Langmuir schemes than in the non-Langmuir schemes (see the distributions shown by the box and whisker in light and dark gray), with significant overlap. In addition, different categories of schemes show slightly different effects of Langmuir turbulence, as seen by comparing boxes with similar colors.

Panel (b) and (d) of Figure 9 highlight three Langmuir schemes of different categories, KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT and SMCLT-H15, by comparing them with their non-Langmuir turbulence counterparts, KPP-CVMix, ePBL and SMC-KC94, respectively. On average the Langmuir schemes predict 5% deeper MLD than their non-Langmuir turbulence counterparts (−1% to 13% for 90% confidence range). Although the simulated MLD by SMCLT-H15 and ePBL-LT seem to agree (Figures 5, 6, 9a,c), results of SMC-94 and ePBL disagree remarkably and are among the shallowest and deepest in the non-Langmuir turbulence results. Therefore, the strongest effects of Langmuir turbulence are seen in SMCLT-H15 (around 10%) and weakest in ePBL-LT (around 2%) as compared with their non-Langmuir counterparts. Maps of the percentage change in the simulated January and July mean MLD in KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT and SMCLT-H15, as compared to KPP-CVMix, ePBL and SMC-94, respectively, are shown in Figure 10. Consistent with previous studies [e.g., Belcher et al., 2012; D’Asaro et al., 2014; Li et al., 2016], the effects of Langmuir turbulence appear to be most important in the extratropical regions, especially the Southern Ocean in austral summer.

4.3.2 Comparison by Forcing Parameters

To provide more insight into the differences among schemes, the above results are further sorted by the surface forcing regimes described in section 4.1. The surface forcing conditions are categorized into seven regimes in the $L/L_L$ - $h/h_L$ parameter space of Belcher et al. [2012], depending on the relative importance of wind-driven shear
turbulence, Langmuir turbulence and convective turbulence as measured by the turbulent dissipation scaling in equation (11). As shown by colors in Figure 11, the seven forcing regimes include three single forcing regimes for shear turbulence (S), Langmuir turbulence (L) and convective turbulence (C), respectively, where the contributions from the other two kinds of turbulence are both less than 25%; three combined forcing regimes (SL, SC, LC), where both kinds of turbulence contribute more than 25% while the other contributes less than 25%; and one mixed forcing regime (SLC), where contributions of three kinds of turbulence are all greater than 25%. It is clear from the overlaid probability distribution that convection, Langmuir turbulence and their combination are the dominant regimes in the 3-houly JRA55-do data.

We compute the contribution fractions of each kind of turbulence at each output time step (3-hourly) at each location when the surface buoyancy flux is destabilizing $\left(B_0 < 0\right)$, and take the monthly average. The mean forcing regime at each location
for each month was then determined based on the above categorization. The resulting maps of the mean forcing regime for each month are presented in Figure 12. If the number of occurrence of $B_0 < 0$ is less than $1/3$ of the total number of snapshots over a month, the mean forcing regime is marked as not applicable (NA). Since the above forcing regime categorization only covers instances when $B_0 < 0$, additional information of the surface stability condition is provided in the map by marking locations with stabilizing mean surface buoyancy flux ($B_0 > 0$) by black stars in Figure 12. To distinguish from the aforementioned seven forcing regimes under destabilizing surface conditions, a star is added to the name of the forcing regime when referring to these cases (e.g., L* denotes L regime with $B_0 > 0$).

Note that this categorization of surface forcing regimes is built on the monthly mean contribution fractions of each kind of turbulence to turbulent mixing and has surface stability conditions integrated in. A star does not suggest the dominance of surface stabilizing conditions in a region. Instead, it only denotes that over a month a region spends more time with or experiences stronger stabilizing forcing than regions

Figure 8. Same as Figure 7, but the thin lines show the root-mean-square differences (RMSD; m; lower x-axis) from the reference MLD (gray thick line, upper x-axis).
Figure 9. (a) Distribution of the difference of monthly mean mixed layer depth (MLD; m) from the reference MLD, $\Delta = \text{MLD} - \text{MLD}_{\text{ref}}$, for each scheme (colored), and all non-Langmuir turbulence and Langmuir schemes together, respectively (light and dark gray). The box marks the upper and lower quartiles, whiskers mark the 95th and 5th percentiles. (b) Same as (a), but for the difference of Langmuir schemes from their non-Langmuir counterparts rather than from the overall reference, $\Delta = \text{MLD}_{\text{LT}} - \text{MLD}_{\text{nLT}}$, for KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT, SMCLT-H15, and the mean of six Langmuir schemes. (c) Same as (a), but for the ratio of monthly mean MLD to the reference MLD, $R = \text{MLD}/\text{MLD}_{\text{ref}}$. (d) Same as (c), but for Langmuir schemes normalized by their non-Langmuir counterparts rather than the overall reference, $R = \text{MLD}_{\text{LT}}/\text{MLD}_{\text{nLT}}$, for KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT, SMCLT-H15, and the mean over all Langmuir schemes.

without a star. Such differentiation provides a way to show the integrated effect of stabilizing surface conditions on inhibiting turbulent mixing, which otherwise is not directly comparable to the effects of the three kinds of turbulence in driving the mixing by this measure (according to their contributions to the turbulent dissipation). Hence the emphasis of this categorization is still on the mechanisms that drive turbulent mixing under destabilizing surface conditions. The physical meaning of the regime $C^*$ is that convection dominates vertical mixing during times when the surface condition is destabilizing, yet such destabilizing surface condition is weak and short during a month. One example is some low-latitude regions in summer with weak wind and waves, where
Figure 10. Maps of percentage change in simulated (a-c) January and (d-f) July mean mixed layer depth when including Langmuir turbulence, estimated by comparing (a, d) KPPLT-LF17 and KPP-CVMix; (b, e) ePBL-LT and ePBL; and (c, f) SMCLT-H15 and SMC-KC94.

Figure 11. The same $L_a - h/L_L$ parameter space as in Figure 1a divided into seven regimes according to the contribution of each of the three forcing mechanisms to the total turbulent dissipation (Red: S; Green: L; Blue: C; Magenta: SC; Yellow: SL; Cyan: LC; White: SLC). See the text for the criterion used for the categorization. Overlaid white contours show the same probability distribution from JRA55-do forcing as in Figure 1a.

nocturnal convection drives the vertical mixing, but strong diurnal heating may result in $\bar{B}_0 > 0$ over a month. Therefore, this categorization of surface forcing regimes
should be distinguished from the distributions in regime diagrams of Figures 1 and 11, which are estimated from 3-hourly statistics.

**Figure 12.** Maps of surface forcing regimes for each month, color coded according to the regime diagram in Figure 11, estimated from the JRA55-do forced GOTM5 simulations. Seven forcing regimes, shear turbulence (S), Langmuir turbulence (L), convective turbulence (C), combined shear and Langmuir turbulence (SL), combined shear and convective turbulence (SC), combined Langmuir and convective turbulence (LC), and a combination of all (SLC), are color coded according to the color bar. Locations without enough data for the categorization are shown in gray (NA). See the text for the criterion of each forcing regime. Locations with stabilizing mean surface buoyancy flux are marked by black $\times$.

Figure 12 shows that most areas of the global ocean are in either LC or LC* regimes. In total these two regimes account for about 67% of all surface forcing conditions (see the gray bars in Figure 13). During austral summer, large areas of the Southern Ocean are in either L or L* regimes (account for 10%), supporting the hy-
ypothesis that Langmuir turbulence is an important part of shallow mixed layer biases there [Belcher et al., 2012]. The C and C* regimes dominate a significant portion of the low-latitudes all year round (account for 17%). In total these six regimes account for over 94% of the surface forcing conditions in the JRA55-do forced runs. We therefore examine differences of simulated MLD among schemes and the relative effects of Langmuir turbulence by sorting into these six regime categories in Figure 13 and Figure 14.

At first glance, the distributions of the MLD ratio, \( R \), in all of the six regimes are very similar to that in Figure 11c. However, the differences among schemes differ in magnitude between regimes. First, the differences among all the schemes, as well as the differences between the non-Langmuir schemes and Langmuir schemes, decrease as moving from L to C, or L* to C*, regimes, thus consensus is weaker in Langmuir conditions than in convective conditions. This behavior is expected since many of the Langmuir schemes converge back to their non-Langmuir turbulence counterpart in the convection limit, when the relative effect of Langmuir turbulence becomes small.

The significant differences among the schemes in L and L* regimes highlight the necessity of better constraints of Langmuir turbulence effects from theory, observations, and/or numerical process models. Interestingly, the larger difference under L versus C or L* versus C* is also true of the differences among non-Langmuir schemes (to a lesser degree), even though wave forcing does not affect the results (note that winds versus buoyancy also varies among these regimes). Second, the differences among all the schemes are greater in regimes with stabilizing surface conditions, especially when comparing L* regime to L regime. This result suggests that uncertainties exist in our understanding of turbulence under stabilizing surface conditions in both Langmuir and non-Langmuir settings, associated with the less well-covered parameter space by existing LES studies in Figure 1b. This regime has long been a challenge in the atmosphere, because the turbulence is weak and small and thus hard to simulate [e.g., Beare et al., 2006], although Pearson et al. [2015] note that this difficulty is eased in the presence of Langmuir turbulence.

As in Figure 9, KPPLT-R16 gives the deepest MLD and OSMOSIS gives the shallowest. These differences compared to other Langmuir schemes are greatest in C and C* regimes and smaller in L and L* regimes. Interestingly, KPP-ROMS exhibits much greater sensitivity to stabilizing surface conditions than KPP-CVMix, predicting much deeper MLD than the reference MLD under stabilizing surface conditions than under destabilizing surface conditions.

Consistently, the relative effects of Langmuir turbulence revealed by comparing individual Langmuir schemes to their non-Langmuir counterparts (Figure 14) are most prominent in L and L* regimes, with MLD deepening of 8% on average and 1% to 16% for 90% confidence range. It is also interesting to note that, in C and C* regimes, ePBL-LT converges to ePBL as expected; KPPLT-LF17 still gives deeper MLD than KPP-CVMix, but significantly less so than in other regimes; whereas SMCLT-H15 shows the least sensitivity to the transition from L and L* regimes to C and C* regimes (consistent with Figure 10).

4.4 Test Case 3: Evaluation Against Idealized LES

While the single column simulations used here are not directly comparable to observations due to the lack of horizontal processes and vertical advection, they are directly comparable to many of the idealized LES results in which horizontally homogeneous turbulence is assumed. Here we choose two recent idealized LES studies of Langmuir turbulence, Li and Fox-Kemper [2017] and Reichl et al. [2016], to compare the behaviors of different schemes when simulating the entrainment process under (1) constant surface forcing of mixed Langmuir turbulence and convection, and (2)
Figure 13. Distribution of the ratio of monthly mean MLD to the reference MLD, $R = \frac{MLD}{MLD_{ref}}$, for different schemes (same as Figure 9c) in different surface forcing regimes. (a) Langmuir (L), Langmuir + Convection (LC), and Convection (C) regimes, with destabilizing monthly mean surface buoyancy flux. (b) Langmuir (L*), Langmuir + Convection (LC*), and Convection (C*) regimes, with stabilizing monthly mean surface buoyancy flux. See the text for the physical meaning of the regimes with a star and their differences from those without a star. Gray bars show the percentage occurrence of each regime, estimated from the JRA55-do forced GOTM5 simulations.

transient surface forcing of typical wind and Langmuir turbulence during an idealized hurricane, respectively. Other LES studies of Langmuir turbulence under more realistic transient forcing, such as a mixed layer deepening event in Kukulka et al. [2009], diurnal restratification events in Kukulka et al. [2013], and at the Southern Ocean Flux Station in Large et al. [2019], are also excellent reference cases, but these more complex LES studies require more detail than this comparison allows.
Figure 14. Same as Figure 9d, but for different surface forcing regimes as described in the caption of Figure 13.

4.4.1 Entrainment

This section compares the 11 schemes to LES in simulating the entrainment by mixed Langmuir turbulence and convection in Li and Fox-Kemper [2017]. Under constant destabilizing surface forcing conditions, the mixed layer keeps deepening as a result of the entrainment process, eroding the constant stratification below and converting turbulent kinetic energy into potential energy. In a quasi-equilibrium state, the rate of mixed layer deepening reaches constant, and the potential energy increases approximately linearly with time as a result of the constant energy input from the surface. Thus, the rate of change in potential energy describes the intensity of entrainment and can be used to evaluate different schemes against LES.

For both LES and GOTM5 simulations, the potential energy referenced to the bottom of the simulation domain was first computed from the simulated buoyancy profiles at each output time step. The rate of change in potential energy was then diagnosed from the slope of a linear fit to the potential energy time series over the last inertial period. The rate of change in potential energy in LES is shown in Figure 15a for each case, plotted against the parameter $h/L_L$. As in section 4.1 and 4.3.2, the parameter $h/L_L$ describes the relative importance of convection and Langmuir turbulence, with greater values indicating greater influences from convection. Note that both Langmuir turbulence and convection enhances entrainment, as shown by the black and gray arrows.

Figure 15b shows the ratios of the rate of change in potential energy in GOTM5 simulations for each scheme to that of the LES. The closer this ratio is to one, the better the agreement with the LES. We conclude from Figure 15b that different schemes tend
to agree with LES in the convection regime (except KPPLT-R16), but diverge from LES in different ways in the Langmuir turbulence regime. In particular, all non-Langmuir schemes significantly underpredict entrainment in the Langmuir turbulence regime, with ePBL being the closest to LES. Of all the Langmuir schemes tested here, ePBL-LT agrees with LES the most. This agreement is expected as ePBL-LT was tuned against the same set of LES to match both the rate of change in potential energy and the rate of change in SST [Reichl and Li, 2019].

While the scaling of entrainment buoyancy flux in KPPLT-LF17 was also derived from the same set of LES, KPPLT-LF17 suffers from the underlying strong sensitivities of KPP to numerical details as discussed in Van Roekel et al. [2018] and Appendix A.1. Therefore, the results of KPPLT-LF17 (as well as KPPLT-VR12) shown in this figure depend strongly on how well the stratification at the base of the boundary layer is resolved and thereby the choice of numerical details in KPP. With the present KPP setup following the recommendation of Van Roekel et al. [2018], KPPLT-LF17 gives too strong entrainment as compared to LES. Sensitivity tests show that, with an alternative KPP setup (see the discussion in Appendix A.1), KPPLT-LF17 may give weaker entrainment in Langmuir turbulence regime [e.g., seen in Reichl and Li, 2019]. However, it is important to note that the scaling relationships used in both KPPLT-LF17 and KPPLT-VR12 were derived without any assumptions of such numerical details in KPP. The entrainment is generally too strong in KPPLT-R16 in both convection and Langmuir turbulence regimes, while too weak in KPPLT-VR12, SMCLT and OSMOSIS in Langmuir turbulence regime.

### 4.4.2 Idealized Hurricane

This section compares the 11 schemes to LES in an idealized hurricane case of Reichl et al. [2016]. The most significant feature in this case is rapid mixed layer deepening under strong transient hurricane wind (up to 65 m s\(^{-1}\)) and associated strong waves (\(L_{at} \rightarrow 0.3\) during peak wind). The time series of the water-side friction velocity \(u_\ast\), wind direction and turbulent Langmuir number \(L_{at}\) are shown in Figure 16a. The time evolution of the temperature profile is shown in Figure 16b. Note that the surface buoyancy flux was set to nearly neutral (5 W m\(^{-2}\) surface cooling) throughout the run. So unlike the previous section, the convection does not play a significant role in driving the entrainment here.

Figures 16c,d show the time series of simulated SST and change in potential energy in LES (gray dashed lines) and GOTM5 simulations with different schemes (shown by the differences from the LES, solid lines in color), in which significant spread is seen for both. Except KPP-ROMS, all schemes under-predict the deepening of mixed layer during the hurricane, resulting in warmer SST and smaller change of potential energy than LES after the hurricane. But the Langmuir schemes outperform the non-Langmuir turbulence ones. As expected, KPPLT-R16 performs the best in correctly simulating the SST, though slightly under-predicts the change in potential energy. KPPLT-LF17 also correctly predicts the SST after the hurricane, but is slightly too warm in SST during the hurricane, and also under-predicts the change in potential energy. ePBL-LT performs better in predicting the change in potential energy after the hurricane than KPPLT-R16 and KPPLT-LF17, but performs less well during the mixed layer deepening phase, and also over-predicts the SST. SMCLT-H15 outperforms its non-Langmuir turbulence counterpart, SMC-KC94, but it is farther away from the LES solution than the non-Langmuir LES case. The OSMOSIS scheme performs poorly in this case, giving overly warm SST and too little change in potential energy, probably due to that the effects of resolved shear are not currently represented in this implementation of the OSMOSIS scheme. Note that these biases of the simulated SST and change in potential energy are almost as big as the overall change during the
Figure 15. The rate of change in potential energy in the entrainment cases of Li and Fox-Kemper [2017] in LES and schemes. (a) The LES rate of change in potential energy (J m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$), versus the parameter $h/L$. Different LES cases with the same destabilizing surface buoyancy flux and wind forcing are connected by dotted lines. Arrows in black and gray show the directions of increasing Langmuir turbulence and increasing convection, respectively, both enhance the entrainment. (b) The ratio of the rate of change in potential energy for each scheme to that in LES (i.e., the vertical axis shown in panel (a)) versus the parameter $h/L$ from each comparison.

Overall, the effects of wave forcing are apparent, affecting both the schemes and the LES. Some schemes perform badly in this test (KPP-ROMS, OSMOSIS, KPPLT-VR12, and SMCLT-H15). KPPLT-LF17, ePBL-LT, and KPPLT-R16 schemes are able to capture the additional Langmuir deepening, while the remaining non-Langmuir schemes (i.e., except KPP-ROMS) agree with the non-Langmuir LES.

5 Discussion

5.1 Overall Comments on the Langmuir Turbulence Schemes

The enhancement factor to the turbulent velocity scale in KPPLT-VR12 is probably the most straightforward way to account for some of Langmuir turbulence effects
Figure 16. Comparison of different schemes to LES in an idealized hurricane case of Reichl et al. [2016]. (a) Time series of friction velocity (solid line in black, vertical axis on the left), turbulent Langmuir number (dashed line in black, vertical axis on the right) and wind direction (solid line in gray, angle counter-clockwise from the direction of the hurricane path). (b) Hovmöller diagram of the simulated temperature in LES. White line marks the boundary layer depth defined by the depth at which the stratification reaches its maximum. (c) Time series of simulated sea surface temperature (SST) in LES (thick dashed line in gray, vertical axis on the left) and the differences of simulated SST in GOTM with different schemes from the LES (thin solid lines in color, vertical axis on the right). Dashed line in black shows the difference simulated by the same LES but without wave forcing of Langmuir turbulence. (d) Same as (c) but for vertically integrated potential energy, referenced to the bottom of the simulation domain.

in KPP. This enhancement factor represents the bulk effect of Langmuir turbulence on enhancing the vertical velocity variance in the observations [D’Asaro, 2001; Tseng and D’Asaro, 2004; D’Asaro et al., 2014] and LES [McWilliams et al., 1997; Grant and Becher, 2009]. Refining the enhancement factor formula to account for additional properties of Langmuir turbulence, e.g., penetration depth relative to the boundary layer depth [Harcourt and D’Asaro, 2008; Kukulka and Harcourt, 2017] and direction relative to the wind [Van Roekel et al., 2012; McWilliams et al., 2014], improves the
bias reduction attributable to Langmuir turbulence in a climate model [e.g., Li et al., 2016]. The results here support this claim, as KPPLT-VR12 performs similarly or better than KPP-CVMix in comparison to LES. But further refinements of the enhancement factor, i.e., adding additional degrees of freedom, result in only small changes in the simulated monthly mean MLD [e.g., Li et al., 2017]. Thus other effects of Langmuir turbulence, such as entrainment, need to be considered on top of the enhanced turbulent diffusivity.

KPPLT-LF17 takes into account the fact that the entrainment process is scaled by a different velocity scale than the square root of the vertical velocity variance [Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017]. This is achieved by further modifying the parameterization of entrainment processes in KPP. As a result, KPPLT-LF17 gives stronger mixed layer deepening than KPPLT-VR12. This additional deepening shows significantly better performance versus KPPLT-VR12 in the LES comparison case 3 here, and much stronger Langmuir effects under realistic forcing (cases 1 and 2). Consistently, KPPLT-LF17 improves the simulated MLD in a climate model by enhancing the Langmuir turbulence induced mixed layer entrainment in the extratropical regions where waves are relatively strong but slightly reducing this effect in the tropical regions as compared to KPPLT-VR12 [Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017]. It is yet to be seen how the discrepancies among other Langmuir schemes shown here translate to biases in simulated MLD and other important quantities in a climate model.

KPPLT-R16 also considers the influence of Langmuir turbulence on the entrainment separate from its enhancement effect on the turbulent diffusivity but in a different formulation than KPPLT-LF17. In particular, it explicitly uses the Lagrangian shear instead of the Eulerian shear to parameterize the entrainment due to Stokes drift modulated resolved shear and uses a different enhancement factor for the entrainment due to unresolved shear associated with Langmuir turbulence. It further retunes the critical Richardson number to remove any implicit effects of Langmuir turbulence previously included in the tuning parameters of KPP [Reichl et al., 2016]. However, KPPLT-R16 was tuned against LES of idealized hurricanes with neutral surface stability conditions and it lacks explicit considerations of scenarios where surface buoyancy flux is destabilizing. As a result, it greatly overestimates the deepening of mixed layer in most test cases shown here except the hurricane case. Improvements to KPPLT-R16 can be made by explicitly considering the effect of surface stability condition on its enhancement factor to the unresolved shear as in KPPLT-LF17.

In general, all the above three versions of KPPLT are expected to improve considering the other effects of Langmuir turbulence introduced in section 2. It should also be noted though that they can be affected by numerical details in a manner similar to the underlying KPP scheme [e.g., Van Roekel et al., 2018].

The strength of ePBL-LT is that it explicitly sets the rate of mechanical energy conversion to potential energy by mixing, which helps alleviate sensitivity to vertical resolution and time step. In comparison to LES here, ePBL-LT performs the best in the entrainment cases and reasonably well in the hurricane case. In other test cases, it gives similar results as KPPLT-LF17, though the difference between ePBL-LT and ePBL is less in magnitude than the differences between KPPLT-LF17 and KPP-CVMix, probably due to the different tuning strategies. ePBL-LT and ePBL were tuned to LES with and without Langmuir turbulence, respectively; whereas KPP-CVMix was tuned to observations that probably included Langmuir to some degree, and KPPLT-LF17 was derived by applying the Langmuir effects seen in LES to KPP-CVMix (see Appendices A.1 and A.2). ePBL-LT also generally performs better in numerical robustness than schemes based on KPP (see Appendix B: ). Overall, ePBL-LT is the scheme recommended by this comparison, although there are important caveats noted already about the limitations due to limited regimes explored by LES.
SMCLT-H15 agrees well with ePBL-LT and KPPLT-LF17 under realistic forcing, except its Langmuir effects over its non-Langmuir counterpart are somewhat less seasonal and extratropical (Figure 10). Numerically, it is much more sensitive to time step and vertical resolution, as is its non-Langmuir counterpart. Thus, in present implementation it is better suited for regional modeling rather than for the coarse vertical resolution and time stepping typical of climate modeling.

OSMOSIS is a new scheme without clear precedent among those compared here. It shows excellent potential, especially in handling restratifying buoyancy forcing and in tracking aspects of the OSMOSIS observations, and it is only moderately sensitive to resolution. However, it performs very differently from the other schemes especially at low- and mid-latitudes where it is shallower than the non-Langmuir schemes typically, and it performs badly in comparison to the LES in the hurricane case, which may be related to the lack of representation of the effects of resolved shear. None of these results necessarily reject the formulation of the OSMOSIS scheme, only that it requires more testing under diverse regimes and tuning.

KPP-CVMix and KPP-ROMS are in wide use in climate and regional modeling. The results here demonstrate that the numerical distinctions between these schemes, in particular the different algorithms to diagnose the boundary layer depth, are consequential, and KPP-ROMS has difficulty in comparison to the LES cases chosen here, greater sensitivity to vertical and time step resolution, and exceptionally strong sensitivity to shear at the mixed layer base. Collectively, these results suggest that the KPP-CVMix formulation is more trustworthy, especially with the recommendations of Van Roekel et al. [2018]. Furthermore, it is clear that non-Langmuir schemes are systematically inconsistent with LES including wave forcing, thus KPP-ROMS needs a Langmuir version.

5.2 Limitations of the Comparisons

We are using a single column model GOTM5 for the comparison among different Langmuir schemes for its simplicity and cleanliness, minimizing the influences of calling model biases, interactions with lateral processes and feedbacks of coupled system, which can complicate the interpretation of the comparison results. However, for the same reasons, this approach also precludes us from doing a direct evaluation against observations and therefore answering the question of which scheme performs the best, except in comparison to LES which are severely deficient in capturing the forcing regimes needed for climate model applications. For example, the simulated temperature at OCS-Papa with all schemes exhibit increasing warming biases throughout the year when compared with observations. This behavior is due to the lack of horizontal and vertical advection, and lateral mixing in the single column model, which transport the heat gained by the net positive incoming surface heat flux away. Furthermore, we have made no attempt to evaluate the quality of the GOTM5 numerics here, and it may be that some schemes would perform differently under different numerical schemes (for example, Large et al. [1994] implements an additional iterative step to make KPP more robust that is not included in GOTM5). Therefore, when implemented in an OGCM, the discrepancies among schemes seen here are likely to be quantitatively different.

Consistent surface forcing data are used to force simulations with different Langmuir schemes. However, due to their different design, different Langmuir schemes may use the same surface forcing data differently. For example, the full profile of Stokes drift is used in KPPLT-R16 and SMCLT-H15, whereas only its surface value and decay depth are used in OSMOSIS, in which an exponential profile is assumed, even though the full profile tends to decay faster than an exponential with depth [Webb and Fox-Kemper, 2011, 2015]. The other three Langmuir schemes use the surface layer
averaged Langmuir number, incorporating some integrated information of the profile shape of Stokes drift in addition to its surface value. The directional information of Stokes drift is only used in KPPLT-VR12 and partially in KPPLT-LF17. These inconsistencies may contribute to some of the discrepancies among schemes seen here, and a thoughtful refactoring of any of the schemes here to take advantage of good ideas in other schemes is likely to be beneficial. In addition, the limited quality of the surface forcing data may also complicate the interpretation of the differences in the comparison results. Comparison between JRA55-do and CORE-II forcing is underway to quantify these uncertainties. Agreement among schemes does indicate that the schemes perform similarly under this forcing, but may also result from the lack of important features in the forcing data to reveal the different physics, such as sea state effects on stresses [e.g., Janssen, 1989; Shimura et al., 2017] and submesoscale-OSBL interactions [e.g., Hamlington et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2016; Callies and Ferrari, 2018] which are known to be important but are outside of the forcing considered here. This comparison has nonetheless demonstrated why we need global atmospheric forcing datasets such as CORE-II and JRA55-do to cover typical surface forcing conditions over the global ocean. Continuing improvements in these datasets reduce these uncertainties, which is why we prefer the higher space and time resolution of JRA55-do over its predecessor CORE-II. That is, JRA55-do should have a better representation of high-frequency and extreme events.

5.3 Future Directions

One critical question yet to be addressed is how well do these Langmuir schemes perform? While section 4.4 presents some preliminary comparisons against LES of some idealized cases, a full evaluation of these schemes requires additional LES cases, especially those with more realistic configurations and transient surface forcing where the model ensemble spread was wide in this comparison. For example, comparisons with LES of mixed layer deepening [Kukulka et al., 2009], diurnal restratification [Kukulka et al., 2013], stable surface forcing [Pearson et al., 2015] and LES of the Southern Ocean Flux Station [Schulz et al., 2012; Large et al., 2019], will be worthwhile for improved evaluation and refined distinctions among schemes under transient surface forcing. Direct measurements of turbulent mixing, such as the turbulent fluxes, under various surface forcing conditions are potentially extremely valuable. Examining cost function effects of different schemes in ocean reanalyses fit to observations such as the Southern Ocean State Estimate [Mazloff et al., 2010] may help indicate the degree to which lateral processes and vertical advection play a role.

An immediate question following the evaluation step is how to improve the parameterizations of Langmuir turbulence? The greater uncertainties in Figure 13b suggest that more LES and observational studies of Langmuir turbulence in regimes with various stabilizing surface buoyancy flux, such as diurnal heating, are needed following Min and Noh [2004], Pearson et al. [2015], and Walker et al. [2016]. As shown in the regime diagram of Figure 1b, the parameter space covered is rather limited. In addition, better understanding of the extra dimensions that are not represented in the regime diagram of Figure 1 may also be important in explaining the discrepancies among these schemes. It is perhaps easiest to cross-pollinate these ideas among these schemes and study the consequences in comparison to studies quantifying their effects in LES, such as: penetration depth in Harcourt and D’Asaro [2008] and Kukulka and Harcourt [2017], wind and wave misalignment as discussed in Van Roekel et al. [2012], and interactions between Langmuir turbulence with other processes such as submesoscale eddies and fronts [e.g., Hamlington et al., 2014; Suzuki et al., 2016], inertial currents [e.g., Wang et al., 2018] and combined effects of sensible, latent, and penetrative heat fluxes [e.g., Min and Noh, 2004; Kukulka et al., 2013; Pearson et al., 2015].
Another interesting question is related to the sensitivity of each scheme to the surface forcing. Preliminary comparisons between GOTM5 simulations forced by JRA55-do and CORE-II show that the relative discrepancies among schemes seen here are insensitive to the use of JRA55-do or CORE-II datasets. However, these two datasets do result in significant differences in the simulated mean state (e.g., the MLD), which is comparable to the discrepancies among schemes. A closer comparison between GOTM5 simulations forced by the two datasets is ongoing and will be helpful in this regard. Free from complicated interactions among processes as in an OGCM, such single column simulations may also assist the analyses and interpretation of global OGCM simulations forced by CORE-II and JRA55-do.

Finally, the suite of six Langmuir schemes compared here each emphasizes one or more of the elements of Langmuir turbulence parameterization (section 2). But this is by no means an exhaustive list, there are other Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes emphasizing different elements, in particular those on the modified vertical distribution (shape) of turbulent diffusivity [Sinha et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2015], on the non-local fluxes [e.g., Smyth et al., 2002], and misalignment between momentum flux and shear [McWilliams et al., 2012]. It will be interesting to compare these schemes with the six examined here, with the comparison framework of realistic and LES forcing used here as a guide.

6 Summary and Conclusions

A suite of six different Langmuir turbulence parameterization schemes has been implemented in a common single column modeling framework using GOTM5. This setup allows, for the first time, a direct comparison among these Langmuir schemes, as well as a consistent comparison to five traditional schemes without Langmuir turbulence. We documented results using three test scenarios to emphasize the performance of these schemes from multiple perspectives. The three scenarios explored here are: (i) idealized conditions commonly used in LES studies of Langmuir turbulence; (ii) realistic conditions based on field measurements at ocean stations; (iii) climatological forcings based on global atmospheric states targeted for use in forcing global ocean-ice models.

The extended GOTM5 code and test suite developed here (see Appendix D: for more details) represent an initial effort towards a common modeling framework and test suite for testing ocean boundary layer physics. This framework offers the means to systematically compare different ocean boundary vertical mixing schemes with and without Langmuir turbulence, and to do so in a consistent way under different scenarios as evaluated against different sets of data. Our efforts with this framework in the present paper have led to the following conclusions.

- As expected, Langmuir schemes generally predict a deeper mixed layer depth (pointwise in monthly-means, 5%, −1% to 13% for 90% confidence range or 4.8 m, −0.3 m to 16.9 m for 90% confidence; 5-25% deeper in zonal mean in extratropical latitudes) than the non-Langmuir schemes, especially when convection is weak such as the austral summer Southern Ocean. Significant differences exist both among Langmuir schemes (with a mean MLD standard deviation of 15%) and among non-Langmuir schemes (6%), resulting in overlaps between the two groups thus complicating a scheme-independent estimation of the amount of Langmuir deepening. The substantial differences among the Langmuir schemes highlight the necessity for better constraints on the effects of Langmuir turbulence from observations and/or LES studies.

- Including Langmuir turbulence changes the behavior of vertical mixing schemes. This behavior was demonstrated by comparing individual Langmuir schemes to their non-Langmuir counterparts. In general, the most significant Langmuir
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turbulence induced deepening of the mixed layer (8% on average, 1% to 16% for 90% confidence range, in Langmuir turbulence regime) is found in extratropical regions, especially the Southern Ocean in austral summer.

- Discrepancies among schemes are larger in the Langmuir turbulence regime than in the convection regime, and larger in stabilizing surface conditions than in destabilizing surface conditions.
- Correctly predicting the entrainment rate in the presence of Langmuir turbulence remains challenging for most of the Langmuir schemes, even under idealized steady forcing. It is even more difficult under transient surface forcing conditions.
- Many important regimes in the parameter space of surface forcing that are typical in the global ocean have not been well explored in LES. For example, previous LES studies of Langmuir turbulence have mostly focused on neutral surface forcing with only a few exceptions, whereas the real world appears to mostly lie in the combined Langmuir turbulence and convection, and Langmuir turbulence with stabilizing surface forcing regimes. More LES and observational studies in these regimes and the regions and seasons indicated in Fig. 12 are required to better constrain the effects of Langmuir turbulence and boundary layer turbulence in general.
- The formulation and numerical implementation method of a scheme, e.g., KPP-CVMix versus KPP-ROMS, can also lead to very different results or different numerical robustness even though the underlying physical foundation is the same.

Although offering more questions than answers, the results of this intercomparison provide guidance for further research into the parameterization of ocean boundary layer mixing. Future efforts will benefit from a focus on forcing regimes where the present suite of mixing schemes diverge, with an emphasis on strategies presented here to diagnose skills and differences. The disagreement of the schemes in even simple, idealized regimes suggests that the idealized process study approach is far from exhausted. Furthermore, the complexities of the realistic simulations suggest a broad parameter space that remains relatively unexplored. Continued development of robust and accurate parameterizations remains a critical endeavor for advancing regional and global model simulations.

A: Description and Implementation of Different Schemes

A.1 KPP and KPPLT

Here we only briefly review the key ingredients of KPP that are relevant to the modifications to include the effects of Langmuir turbulence in the three KPPLT variants (KPPLT-VR12, KPPLT-LF17 and KPPLT-R16) in our comparison suite. Other components of KPP, e.g., the non-local term, are treated the same among all the KPP variants in this study (KPP-CVMix, KPP-ROMS, and the above three versions of KPPLT), and therefore excluded in the discussion here for brevity. The full description of KPP can be found in Large et al. [1994] and Van Roekel et al. [2018], with the specific adaptation in KPP-CVMix detailed in Griffies et al. [2015].

KPP parameterizes the eddy diffusivity $K_\lambda$ in equation (2) from the boundary layer depth $h_b$, a turbulent velocity scale $w_\lambda(\sigma)$ depending on the friction velocity $u_*$ and the Monin-Obukhov similarity functions, and a dimensionless shape function $G_\lambda(\sigma)$:

$$K_\lambda(\sigma) = h_b w_\lambda(\sigma) G(\sigma), \quad (A.1)$$

with $\sigma = z/h_b$ a dimensionless vertical coordinate.
KPP-CVMix follows the bulk Richardson number calculation of Large et al. [1994] and Griffies et al. [2015] to diagnose the boundary layer depth $h_b$. In this approach, the boundary layer depth is diagnosed by finding the shallowest depth where the bulk Richardson number,

$$\text{Ri}_b(z) = \frac{z \left[ b_r - \bar{b}(z) \right]}{\left( u_r - \bar{u}(z) \right)^2 + U_f^2(z)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

reaches a critical value, $\text{Ri}_c = 0.3$. The reference velocity $u_r$ and buoyancy $b_r$ are found by averaging over the surface layer $(z > -0.1 h_b)$ to reduce the resolution dependency. The term $U_f^2(z)$ in the denominator aims to account for the effects of unresolved shear.

KPP-ROMS uses an alternative approach, whereby $h_b$ is diagnosed as the first non-zero depth at which $\text{Cr}(z) = 0$, where

$$\text{Cr}(z) = \int_z^0 \frac{\left( \partial_z \bar{u} \right)^2 - \frac{N^2(z)}{\text{Ric}} - C \lambda^2 f^2}{|z|} dz' + \frac{U_f^2(z)}{|z|},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

with $N^2 = \partial_z \bar{b}$ the square of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, $J(z) = |z|/(|z| + 0.1 h_b)$ a weighting function, and $f$ the Coriolis parameter. Note that the last term in the integral with $C \lambda$ a constant represents the stabilizing effect of rotation, which is absent in the bulk Richardson number formula in equation (A.2). See Appendix B of McWilliams et al. [2009] for more discussion on this formula.

In accordance with the observation that the vertical velocity variance within the OSBL is enhanced in the presence of Langmuir turbulence, the most straightforward modification of KPP is applying an enhancement factor $E$ to the turbulent velocity scale $w_L$, or $w_{AL} = E w_L$. Following the idea of McWilliams and Sullivan [2000], various formulas of $E$ as a function of Langmuir number have been proposed [e.g., McWilliams and Sullivan, 2000; Smyth et al., 2002; Takaya et al., 2010; Li et al., 2016]. For simplicity, only one such KPPLT model is presented here (KPPLT-VR12). The relative differences among the different formulas of $E$ are illustrated in Figure A.1. In KPPLT-VR12, the enhancement factor is written as a function of the surface layer averaged and projected Langmuir number $L_{\text{aSLP}}$ defined in (6) based on the LES work of Van Roekel et al. [2012],

$$E = |\cos \theta_{\text{SLP}}| \left[ 1 + (3.1 L_{\text{aSLP}})^{-2} + (5.4 L_{\text{aSLP}})^{-4} \right]^{1/2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

where $\theta_{\text{SLP}}$ is the angle between wind and Langmuir cells. It is expected from Figure A.1 that enhancement factors based on McWilliams and Sullivan [2000], Smyth et al. [2002], or Takaya et al. [2010] will lead to much stronger enhanced vertical mixing than equation (A.4), as shown in Li et al. [2016] and Ali et al. [2019]. We note, however, that the VR12 case in Ali et al. [2019] is different from KPPLT-VR12 detailed here by the use of $L_a$ and the additional Stokes drift term in the bulk Richardson number in KPP [see more discussions on this term in Li et al., 2016].

In addition to the direct effect of enhanced $w_L$ that increases the eddy diffusivity according to equation (A.1), the entrainment at the base of the OSBL is also enhanced according to equation (A.2), where the unresolved shear term $U_f^2$ is a function of $w_L$. Therefore, this approach simply assumes that the entrainment is affected by Langmuir turbulence in the same way as the vertical turbulent diffusion, which turns out to be insufficient. Improvements are possible by separately considering the effects of Langmuir turbulence on those processes.

Li and Fox-Kemper [2017] show that the entrainment buoyancy flux is affected differently by the presence of Langmuir turbulence and follows a different scaling law than the vertical velocity variance within the OSBL. KPPLT-LF17 therefore further incorporates this new scaling law of entrainment buoyancy flux into KPP in addition...
Figure A.1. Comparison among the formulas of enhancement factor $E$ from McWilliams and Sullivan [2000], Smyth et al. [2002], Takaya et al. [2010], Harcourt and D’Asaro [2008], aligned and misaligned versions of Van Roekel et al. [2012]. Three cases with $w^3_u/u^3_v = [0.1, 1, 10]$ are shown for Smyth et al. [2002]. Since the conversion from $L_{aSL}$, or $L_{aSLP}$, to $L_{aL}$ requires additional degrees of freedom, such as the full Stokes drift profile shape and $h_b$ which are not included in this diagram, the isolines of the joint probability distributions function (PDF) of $E$ and $L_{aL}$ that enclose 30%, 60% and 90% of all instances centered at the highest joint PDF are shown by the contours and shadings for Harcourt and D’Asaro [2008] and misaligned version of Van Roekel et al. [2012], respectively. The PDFs of $E$ for selected cases are shown on the left side of the diagram. The PDF of $L_{aL}$ is shown by the gray shading at the bottom. All PDFs are estimated from the 3-hourly output of the GOTM simulations forced by JRA55-do over 12 months. Enhancement factor inferred from direct measurements of D’Asaro [2001], Tseng and D’Asaro [2004] and D’Asaro [2014] are marked by the dotted lines and labeled on the right for reference. Horizontal and vertical reference lines in black mark $E = 1$ and $L_{aL} = 0.3$, respectively.

to the enhancement factor as in KPPLT-VR12 by modifying the unresolved shear term in equation (A.2) to,

$$U^2_{\alpha L}(z) = \frac{C_v N(z) \lambda(z) |z|}{R_l C_{\alpha L}} \left[ 0.15 w^{*3} + 0.17 u^{*3} (1 + 0.49 L_{aL}^{-2}) \right]^{1/2} \left[ w^{*3} \right].$$

(A.5)

Note that, unlike in KPPLT-VR12, in KPPLT-LF17 the enhancement factor in equation (A.4) is only applied to the eddy diffusivity in equation (A.1) and thereby $w_{\alpha L}$ in equation (A.5) is not enhanced. It is also important to note that all coefficients in equations (A.4) and (A.5) are derived from LES and no tuning is required when applied in KPP.
KPPLT-R16 uses different enhancement factors for eddy diffusivity and unresolved shear, respectively,

\[ \mathcal{E}_K = 1 + (\mathcal{E}' - 1)G_\lambda(\sigma) / \max [G_\lambda(\sigma)], \]

\[ \mathcal{E}' = \min \left( 2.25, 1 + L_a^{-1} \right), \]

\[ \mathcal{E}_{U_2} = 1 + 2.3 L_{SLP}, \]

where the enhancement of the eddy diffusivity is concentrated near its peak value by the weighting function \( G_\lambda(\sigma) / \max [G_\lambda(\sigma)] \). In addition, the empirical parameters in KPP are retuned to first remove any implicit effects of Langmuir turbulence before explicitly adding those effects by applying an enhancement factor. In particular, Reichl et al. [2016] find that a smaller critical Richardson number, \( Ri' = 0.235 \), gives optimal agreement between KPP and LES under tropical cyclone conditions without Langmuir turbulence. This value may require retuning depending on factors such as the vertical resolution, which is consistent in the experiments presented here. They further use the Lagrangian shear in the definition of bulk Richardson number instead of the Eulerian shear to represent the effects of down-Stokes drift shear mixing on the entrainment.

The criterion to find \( h_0 \) in KPPLT-R16 is therefore the shallower depth where

\[ \text{Ri}'_b(z) = \frac{z \left( b_r - \bar{b}(z) \right)}{\left[ \mathbf{u}_L^L - \mathbf{u}_L^S(z) \right]^2 + U_2^L(z) \mathcal{E}_{U_2}^L} \leq \text{Ri}'_b = 0.235. \]  

(A.7)

Here \( \mathbf{u}_L^L = \mathbf{u} + \mathbf{u}^S \) is the Lagrangian current.

Note that in KPPLT-R16 the Stokes-Coriolis force is added to the horizontal momentum equation, whereas in KPPLT-VR12 and KPPLT-LF17 this is not necessary. Given that the Stokes drift is treated as external forcing in these simulations, the usage of \( \mathbf{u} \) in the bulk Richardson number in KPPLT-VR12 and KPPLT-LF17 is consistent with the usage of \( \mathbf{u}_L^L \) in KPPLT-R16 to the extent of the time variation of Stokes drift. In other words, \( \mathbf{u} \) is treated as the Lagrangian flow in KPPLT-VR12 and KPPLT-LF17.

It should also be noted that parameters in KPPLT-R16 were tuned against LES of idealized hurricanes in Reichl et al. [2016] with nearly neutral surface conditions, in contrast to KPPLT-LF17 which were tuned against LES with weak to moderate wind and various destabilizing surface buoyancy fluxes. This explains some of the different behaviors between these two, especially under strong destabilizing surface forcing conditions.

Consistent with Van Roekel et al. [2018], we found that the results of KPP-CVMix (thereby all the KPPLT schemes here) are quite sensitive to the choice of where \( N \) (defined at cell interfaces) is evaluated in the unresolved shear term \( U_2^L \) in the bulk Richardson number \( Ri_0 \) (both defined at cell centers) in equation (A.2). Default setup in CVMix uses the values at the interfaces below the cell centers following Danabasoglu et al. [2006], which does not behave very well with the relatively high vertical resolution (\( \Delta z = 1 \) m) used in our runs here. Using this setup generally results in too small \( N \) (thereby \( U_2^L \)) and strongly affect the apparent effects of Langmuir turbulence enhanced entrainment in KPPLT-LF17 and KPPLT-R16. Ultimately this strong sensitivity to the numerical details is related to how well the stratification at the base of the boundary layer is resolved. In theory, the maximum stratification defines the boundary layer base in the limit of pure convection, from which \( U_2^L \) is derived. We therefore follow the recommendation of Van Roekel et al. [2018] by using the maximum value of \( N \) above and below the cell center.

KPPLT-VR12, KPPLT-LF17 and KPPLT-R16 were implemented in the CVMix package instead of being directly implemented in GOTM5. Thus, simulations with these schemes, as well as KPP-CVMix, were realized by calling the CVMix library. This approach takes advantage of the significant effort of implementing some of the
KPPLT schemes in CVMix [e.g., Li et al., 2017], but also means that the software, algorithm, and numerics of the CVMix implementation—just as they would be used in a climate model—are being evaluated alongside the physical differences between schemes. The formulation of KPP-CVMix and parameters selected are based on the default configuration in CVMix [Danabasoglu et al., 2006; Griffies et al., 2015]. With the exception of the method to diagnose the value of $N^2$ noted in the preceding paragraph, the recommendations in Van Rooekel et al. [2018] are not included, which are expected to make a smaller difference on the results than KPPLT schemes.

KPP-ROMS uses a different critical condition for determining the boundary layer depth, replacing the original critical Richardson number condition (A.2) by the condition (A.3). As yet it includes no Langmuir turbulence parameterization effects. It is described in McWilliams et al. [2009] and Lemarié et al. [2012]. It also uses the particular space-time algorithms and discretizations employed in the UCLA version of the Regional Oceanic Modeling System [ROMS Shechepetkin and McWilliams, 2005, 2009]. KPP-ROMS was implemented in GOTM5 directly as a subroutine following the KPP subroutine of UCLA ROMS. The time-stepping and conservation laws are all controlled by GOTM5.

### A.2 ePBL and ePBL-LT

The ePBL parameterization is the OSBL turbulent mixing parameterization as described in Reichl and Hallberg [2018]. It is constructed as a framework for climate simulations by introducing turbulent mixing with a relatively weak dependence on model vertical resolution and time step. The technical details that provide such capability exploit the fact that the change in column potential energy can be exactly computed from the linear integral of the change in specific volume through a vertical coordinate transformation to pressure. The buoyancy diffusion problem, assuming a known turbulent diffusion coefficient, is also linear to the close approximation that the equation of state is nearly linear over small changes in temperature and salinity. This linearity makes it possible to track the integrated change of potential energy of the entire water column as a result of changing the diffusion coefficient anywhere within the water column. The algorithms implicit diffusion solver (e.g., the tridiagonal solver) can thus be implicitly coupled to the energetic considerations within the ePBL turbulence parameterization.

Similar to equation A.1, ePBL defines the turbulent diffusivity profile $K_\lambda(z)$ from profiles of an empirical velocity $w(z)$ and a length scale $L(z)$,

$$K_\lambda(z) = C_\lambda w(z) L(z),$$  

(A.8)

where $C_\lambda$ is a dimensionless coefficient. There is no restriction in ePBL on the specific form used to estimate $w(z)$ and $L(z)$. The primary emphasis of ePBL is in setting the integral of the vertical turbulence buoyancy flux that describes potential energy change associated with turbulent mixing,

$$M_e \equiv -\int_{-h_b}^{0} K_b(z) \max(0, \partial_z \bar{b}) dz = -\int_{-h_b}^{0} C_b w(z) L(z) \max(0, \partial_z \bar{b}) dz,$$  

(A.9)

where $\bar{b}$ is the mean buoyancy (the calling model’s resolved buoyancy). This constraint is imposed by pre-defining $M_e$ via various parameterizations, and then seeking solutions for the boundary layer depth $h_b$ and the corresponding $K_b(z)$ profile that satisfy equation (A.9). In practice this strategy is applied for temperature and salinity. Here we describe the specific forms of $w(z)$, $L(z)$, and $M_e$ adopted for this study, which are based on the version of ePBL described in Reichl and Hallberg [2018]; Reichl and Li [2019].
The value of $L(z)$ in ePBL is given as,

$$L(z) = (z_0 + |z|) \max \left[ \frac{l_b}{h_b} \left( \frac{h_b - |z|}{h_b} \right)^\gamma \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)

with $\gamma = 2$ providing a similar shape to KPP [Large et al., 1994] and $l_b$ being a bottom length scale which is dependent on bottom roughness or interior stratification and prevents $L$ from becoming zero at the base of the OSBL. The value of $w(z)$ in ePBL is given by

$$w(z) = C_{w_\ast} \left( \int_z^0 \frac{\overline{w'\theta'}}{dz} \right)^{1/3} + (c_{\mu_0})^{1/3} u_\ast \left[ 1 - a \cdot \min \left( 1, \frac{|z|}{h_b} \right) \right],$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.11)

where $C_{w_\ast}$ and $c_{\mu_0}$ are empirical coefficients and $a$ is a fixed vertical decay scale.

$M_e$ is parameterized from the surface buoyancy flux $B_0$, the surface friction velocity $u_\ast$, the boundary layer depth $h_b$, the Coriolis parameter $f$, and for ePBL-LT, the surface layer averaged Langmuir number $La_{SL}$. The formula of $M_e$ was originally optimized to represent integral properties of the turbulent mixing inferred from $k$-{$\epsilon$}-SG95 simulations of buoyancy and shear driven turbulent boundary layers [see Reichl and Hallberg, 2018]. When applied to a global ocean model this version of ePBL yields shallow-mixing biases in mechanically-driven turbulence regimes, a result consistent with missing the Langmuir turbulence contribution such as found using KPP by Li et al. [2016]. Similar to the KPPLT approach, an additional Langmuir turbulence term as a function of $La_{SL}$ was thus introduced to represent the effect of surface waves and ultimately reduce this bias [Reichl and Li, 2019]. The effect of this additional term is to provide additional energy to facilitate mixing against stable stratification and deepen the boundary layer in a manner consistent with the LES results of Li and Fox-Kemper [2017]. The final relationship is expressed as

$$M_e = (m_\ast + m_{\ast LT}) u_\ast^3 + n_\ast \int_{-h_b}^0 \max(0, \overline{w'\theta'}) dz,$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.12)

where the coefficient for convective mixing $n_\ast$ is taken as 0.065 and the coefficient for mechanical mixing $m_\ast$ is given depending on the forcing conditions. Here we adopt forms for $m_\ast$ of

$$m_\ast = m_{\ast N} \Psi + m_{\ast S},$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.13)

which separates the stabilizing ($S$) and non-stabilizing ($N$) regimes as:

$$m_{\ast N} = c_{N1} \left\{ 1 - [1 + c_{N2} \exp (-c_{N3} h_b |f|/u_\ast)]^{-1} \right\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.14a)

$$m_{\ast S} = c_{S1} \left[ \max (0, B_0)^2 h_b/a_\ast^5 |f| \right]^{c_{S2}},$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.14b)

$$\Psi = 1 - c_\Phi \max (0, -B_0) + 2 m_{\ast N} u_\ast^2 / h_b,$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.14c)

where the empirical coefficients of Reichl and Hallberg [2018] are adopted in our experiments ($c_{N1} = 0.275$, $c_{N2} = 8$, $c_{N3} = 5$, $c_{S1} = 0.2$, $c_{S2} = 0.4$, and $c_\Phi = 0.67$). A maximum $m_\ast$ is set to 10, preventing the stabilizing relationship from running away as $f \rightarrow 0$. The coefficient for Langmuir mixing $m_{\ast LT}$ used here is given by,

$$m_{\ast LT} = 0.105 \left[ La_{SL} \left( 1 + 0.8 \frac{|B_0|}{f u_\ast^2} \right) \right]^{-1}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (A.15)

In addition to this $K_\lambda(z)$ profile, the Jackson et al. [2008] shear-driven mixing parameterization is employed, as discussed in detail by Reichl and Hallberg [2018]. When values of $K_\lambda(z)$ in both ePBL and Jackson are present, the larger of the two is used to govern the vertical mixing.
A version of the ePBL source code taken from the MOM6 repository was adapted to a form capable of calling directly by GOTM5 here. The emphasis of ePBL on implicit numerics is critically maintained in our adaption of the algorithm from MOM6 to GOTM5. To achieve this implicitness, the ePBL algorithm embeds an implicit solver that is iterated for a given model time step over both the temperature and salinity fields as well as the model K profile and non-dimensional forcing relations (that determine the amount of mixing allowed to occur). For ePBL to be fully interchangeable with other K-profile type mixing parameterizations with minimal code modification, the ePBL algorithm is designed to return the equivalent K profile at its conclusion rather than directly modifying the model state itself. This K profile can then be easily interchanged with the various other parameterizations and applied with the GOTM5 tridiagonal routine to apply the appropriate turbulent mixing. Since GOTM5 has a Cranck-Nicholson type time-stepping scheme this requires GOTM5 with ePBL to be run in backward Euler mode by setting the Cranck-Nicholson coefficient to be one.

### A.3 OSMOSIS

The OSMOSIS parameterization scheme was implemented in GOTM by modifying an existing KPP model which parameterizes turbulent fluxes using equation (2) [Large et al., 1994]. The OSMOSIS scheme makes several modifications to the KPP scheme to account for the effects of Langmuir turbulence and to improve upon the scheme. The first modification is that the OSMOSIS scheme separates the boundary layer into two regions, a mixed layer and a pycnocline, which have finite depth and differing structure. This is in contrast to KPP where only the boundary layer is defined and the interface between this layer and the exterior is infinitesimal. This means that the OSMOSIS scheme has several non-dimensional vertical coordinates in addition to \( \sigma = z/h_b \) (equation (A.1)), which can affect shape functions within the pycnocline and mixed layer. It also means that the gradients of properties vary through the depth of the boundary layer.

The second OSMOSIS modification is that both the diffusivity \( K_\lambda \) and non-local fluxes \( \Gamma_\lambda \) of scalars (\( \lambda = T, S \) etc.) and of momentum (\( \lambda = u, v \)) include Stokes drift effects. Specifically, the diffusivity is

\[
K_\lambda = F_{\lambda,\phi}(u_*, w_*, \sigma_i, h_b, h_m, \phi), \quad (A.16)
\]

where the first three bracketed terms are the respective velocity scales of shear-driven, Langmuir and convective turbulence, \( \sigma_i \) denotes multiple non-dimensional co-ordinates based on the depths of the boundary layer \( h_b \) and mixed layer \( h_m \) and the thickness of the pycnocline \( h_b - h_m \), and \( \phi = h_b/L_s \) is a stability parameter with \( L_s \) a stability length scale. In equation (A.16) the functional form of \( F_{\lambda,\phi} \) varies for different diffused variables \( \lambda \) and between stable and unstable conditions \( \phi \).

The non-local fluxes in the OSMOSIS scheme can be decomposed as,

\[
\Gamma_\lambda = \Gamma_{\text{ent}} + \Gamma_{\text{buoy}} + \Gamma_{\text{trnsp}} + \Gamma_{\text{pyc}} + \Gamma_{\text{ext}}, \quad (A.17)
\]

where the terms on the right respectively denote fluxes caused by Stokes drift, buoyancy, non-local transport, pycnocline structure and entrainment at the base of the boundary layer. Like the diffusivity, the functional form of the fluxes depend on the variable being transported and the stability of the boundary layer. Notably, the mechanism driving \( \Gamma_{\text{buoy}} \) switch from convection under unstable conditions, to boundary layer shoaling under stable conditions (\( \Gamma_{\text{buoy}} = 0 \) in a shoaling boundary layer). The fluxes in equation (A.17) are functions of velocity scales, surface fluxes, and non-dimensional coordinates \( \sigma_i \) including \( z/\delta_S \) where \( \delta_S \) is the Stokes decay depth.

The third unique aspect of the OSMOSIS scheme is its differential behavior under stable and unstable conditions. This partly manifests as the dependence of \( K_\lambda \) and \( \Gamma_\lambda \)
on the stability \( \phi \). In addition, the OSMOSIS scheme solves prognostic equations for the boundary layer depth whether the boundary layer is deepening or shoaling, while many other schemes use a diagnostic equation for boundary layer depth under shoaling conditions. Part of the reason for this is that the OSMOSIS scheme was developed using an array of LES, including several simulations of Langmuir turbulence stabilized by a variety of radiative and sensible heat fluxes (red dots in Figure 1b; note that the parameter space of radiative heating profiles is not visible in the figure).

### A.4 SMCLT

The Harcourt [2015] second moment closure (SMC) of Langmuir turbulence (SMCLT-H15) was implemented in GOTM by modifying the existing implementation of the Kantha and Clayson [1994] quasi-equilibrium version of the ‘level 2.5’ \( q^2 - q^2 l \) SMC of Mellor and Yamada [1974]. These SMC models combine two non-equilibrium prognostic equations for the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE = \( q^2 / 2 \)) and its product \( q^2 l \) with the dissipation length scale \( l \), with a linearized algebraic Reynolds stress model (ARSM) that assumes local equilibrium balance for each Reynolds stress and flux tensor component. The quasi-equilibrium assumption of Galperin *et al.* [1988] simplifies the stability functions whereby the ARSM relates \( q^2 \) and \( l \) to vertical turbulent fluxes, and distinguishes this ‘level 2 1/4’ model from MY2.5 and several other weak equilibrium formulations also implemented in GOTM.

SMCLT-H15 differs from earlier SMCs of Langmuir turbulence [e.g., Kantha and Clayson, 2004] which account for CL vortex production [Craig and Leibovich, 1976] in the equations for \( q^2 \) and \( q^2 l \) by also including vortex production terms in the ARSM.

For implementation of an SMC in an upper ocean model, the solution to the ARSM for the vertical stress and flux components is encapsulated for by stability functions \( S_x \) that are rational polynomials in nondimensional stratification \( G_H = -l^2 q^{-2} N^2 \) and shear \( G_M = l^2 q^{-2} |\partial_z u|^2 \) of the general form \( S_x = \text{Num}\{S_x\}/\text{Den}\{S_x\} \). With the simplifying quasi-equilibrium assumption, dependence on \( G_M \) in the polynomials \( \text{Num}\{S_x\}, \text{Den}\{S_x\} \) is eliminated as in Kantha and Clayson [1994]. But with the inclusion of CL vortex force production terms in the ARSM, the closure expressions for stress and flux become:

\[
\bar{u} w^l = -S_M q l \partial_z \bar{u} - S_M^S q l \partial_z \bar{w}^S, \tag{A.18}
\]

\[
\bar{w}^l \bar{\theta}^l = -S_H q l \partial_z \bar{\theta}, \tag{A.19}
\]

with corresponding expressions for other scalar components. Here the new eddy coefficient \( K_M^S = S_M^S q l \) directs momentum flux down the Stokes gradient \( \partial_z \bar{w}^S \) and the numerators and denominators of the stability functions are now polynomials in new nondimensional forcing \( G_V = l^2 q^{-2} \partial_z \bar{u} \cdot \partial_z \bar{w}^S \) and \( G_S = l^2 q^{-2} |\partial_z \bar{u}^S|^2 \) as well as on \( G_H \). An important modification in Harcourt [2015] near the surface is that all appearances of the Stokes shear in \( G_V, G_S, \) and \( \bar{u} w^l \) are modified by \( \partial_z \bar{u}^S \rightarrow (1 - f_z^S) \partial_z \bar{u}^S \), where \( f_z^S \) is a surface proximity function that decays with depth from \( f_z^S = 1 \) at the surface. Expressions for \( f_z^S, \bar{S}_H, S_M, \) and \( S_M^S \) are those provided in Harcourt [2015].

The implementation of SMCLT-H15 is translated into the native notation of GOTM (where e.g., \( G_M \) and \( G_H \) are supplanted by \( \alpha_M \) and \( -\alpha_N \), respectively), but effectively includes the following components: (i) The TKE and \( q^2 l \) source term; (ii) Routines computing the nondimensional forcing functions were modified to compute \( G_V \) and \( G_S \), modified by \( (1 - f_z^S) \) and \( (1 - f_z^S)^2 \), respectively; (iii) Routines computing the evolution of horizontal momentum \( \partial_z \bar{u} \) were modified to include a body force \( \partial_z[K_M^S(1 - f_z^S) \partial_z \bar{w}^S] \) due to momentum flux down the Stokes gradient; and (iv) A new subroutine to compute the stability functions \( S_H, S_M, \) and \( S_M^S \).
To improve SMCLT-H15 performance under variable and convectively unstable forcing, the crude limiters (e.g. $G_H \leq G_H^{\text{max}}$) have been replaced by formulations more specific to the functional dependence of the stability functions on the turbulence timescale $l/q$. Under both unstable and stable conditions, the limiters are applied consistently across nondimensional forcing $G_H$, $G_V$, $G_S$, and $G_M$ by limiting the turbulence timescale $l/q$ to values for which the ARSM is able to provide sensible, realizable and usable values for Reynolds tensor components and associated stability functions. To do this $l^2/q^2$ is rescaled to the equilibrium curve as $r_{\text{lim}}l^2/q^2$ when $G_H \leq G_H^{\text{max}}$ are on the less stable side of equilibrium for $G_S = G_M = 0$. The equilibrium curve is approximated by shifting the curve defined by the zero of the $S_H$ denominator $\text{Den}(S_H) = f(G_H, G_V)$ in equation (33b) of Harcourt [2015] by $\Delta G_H = 0.003$ and $\Delta G_V = 0.006$, and solving for $r_{\text{lim}}$ as the smallest positive root of $f(r_{\text{lim}}G_H + \Delta G_H, r_{\text{lim}}G_V + \Delta G_V) = 0$. An additional limiter is applied for unstable $G_H > 0$ to control oscillations when $\partial(S_H/G_H)/\partial G_H > -1$ [Burchard and Deleersnijder, 2001] by rescaling by $r_{\text{lim}}$ from $f(2r_{\text{lim}}G_H, r_{\text{lim}}G_V) = 0$ when $r_{\text{lim}} < 0$. This limiter unfortunately constrains the nondimensional forcing away from the equilibrium state under strongly unstable convective conditions, effectively reducing the $O(1)$ stability functions by up to half. However, concerns over the questionable physical basis for this should not distract from the larger problem with SMC’s under these conditions, namely the lack of non-local buoyancy fluxes. It appears likely that adding non-local fluxes to quasi-equilibrium SMCs could serendipitously alleviate the need for this second limiter.

On the unstable side, there is no equilibrium state for a given set of dimensional forcing, and turbulence is only maintained by transport divergence, a feature omitted from the ARSM. Under these typically stratified conditions, the timescale is limited by rescaling $l^2/q^2$ to $0.28/N^2$ whenever $G_H < -0.28$. This limit is applied only to rescaling the nondimensional forcing that determines stability functions, and it is combined with increasing the coefficient of buoyancy production in the $q^2l$ equation to $E_3 = 5.0$. This differs from the existing length limiter option in GOTM5, which directly restricts $l$ in the dynamic prediction of $q^2l$ and $ql$ multiplying stability functions to $l < q\sqrt{0.28/N^2}$. The existing limiter can produce reasonable results when combined with the default $E_3 = 1.8$, but spreading of the thermocline at the mixed layer base under strong shear is different, possibly less realistic.

Initial difficulties with implementing SMCLT-H15 in GOTM5 were traced to a problem in the existing implementation of the $q^2l$ equation for both weak and quasi-equilibrium $q^2 - q^2l$ SMC models in GOTM5: after computing the predicted value of $q^2$ at time step $n + 1$ using the shear, stratification and dissipation at time step $n$, $q^2(n + 1)$ was then used to determine the dissipation term for the $q^2l$ equation through the same time step. Instabilities generated by this mixing of $q^2$ and $q^2l$ between time steps were removed by instead computing $q^2$ and $q^2l$ prognostic equations strictly in tandem, with the dissipation term for $q^2l$ computed as for $q^2$ using the old values of $q^2$ and $l$ at time step $n$ rather than combining $q^2$ at $n + 1$ with $l$ at $n$ to advance $q^2l$ to $n + 1$.

**B: Sensitivity to Vertical Resolution and Time Step**

To test the sensitivity of each scheme to the vertical resolution and time step, the simulations at ocean stations were conducted with three different vertical grid spacings of $\Delta z = [1, 5, 10]$ m, and four different time steps of $\Delta t = [1, 10, 30, 60]$ min, in total 12 configurations. These configurations span the range of vertical grid spacing and time step commonly used in global and regional OGCMs. The simulated time evolution of the temperature profile with each configuration was compared with that with the finest grid spacing and smallest time step ($\Delta z = 1$ m, $\Delta t = 1$ min). The RMS differences for simulations with different schemes in the OCS-Papa case are shown in Figure B.1.
The same analyses were performed for OSMOSIS-Winter and OSMOSIS-Spring cases, but are not shown here as the results are qualitatively similar. Note that the RMS differences are computed separately for each scheme against its finest resolution run, which differ substantially among schemes (standard deviation shown by the gray line).

The first conclusion from Figure B.1 is that most schemes appear to be less sensitive to changes in time step than to changes in vertical resolution. This is expected as the mixed layer depth at OCS-Papa ranges from around 20 m to 60 m (Figure 4) and coarsening the vertical resolution from 1 m to 10 m significantly reduces the available grid points within the mixed layer. In particular, the performances of SMC-KC94, SMCLT-H15 and $k$-$c$-SG95 schemes degrade significantly with a vertical grid spacing of $\Delta z = 10$ m or a time step of $\Delta t = 60$ min, especially when mixed layer is shallow (not shown). The performances of all variants of KPP show some robustness to long time steps even at $\Delta t = 60$ min, especially when the vertical resolution is coarse. But they also degrade when coarsening the vertical resolution. KPP-ROMS appears to be more sensitive to vertical resolution and time step than KPP-CVMix, highlighting the influences of detailed formulation of a scheme. The sensitivity of OSMOSIS is in between the KPP variants and the SMC variants. The ePBL and ePBL-LT schemes show the least sensitivity to vertical resolution and time step of all schemes considered here, which is one of the key motivations for the ePBL framework [Reichl and Hallberg, 2018].

C: Notes on the Regime Diagram

The regime diagram in Figure 1 is intended to take advantage of the relative familiarity of such figures since Belcher et al. [2012]. Other papers have adapted this combination of log-log regime diagram with probability density superimposed as well [e.g. Li and Fox-Kemper, 2017]. However, in the years since Belcher et al. [2012] some deficiencies or potentially misleading aspects of this style of figure have been pointed out, and this appendix will attempt to aid the reader in interpreting the figure. In addition, some key improvements, such as mapping the location of LES studies and including the stable buoyancy forcing regime, are implemented here and these also deserve some mention.

One of the most difficult aspects of creating the original figure in Belcher et al. [2012] while also keeping the $h/L_L$ scaling approach was that $h$ needed to be extracted at high temporal resolution from observations. The choice in Belcher et al. [2012] to present only the Southern Ocean data was motivated by this concern. In this work, this key disadvantage can be easily avoided because all of the parameterization schemes and LES results can be mined for a suitable $h$. After some discussion and experimentation, the $h$ used is the boundary layer depth diagnosed in KPP-CVMix instead of a density threshold-based mixed layer to estimate the parameter $h/L_L$ as the active mixing layer (a.k.a. turbulent boundary layer) is much shallower than the mixed layer under stable surface forcing conditions [Pearson et al., 2015]. Using the boundary layer depth from other schemes using a diffusivity threshold [e.g., Noh and Lee, 2008] yields similar results. This approach is closer in spirit to the asymptotics in [Grant and Belcher, 2009] than using the mixed layer depth as well.

A second potential point of confusion is how the probabilities are calculated from the area and what the notion of distance means in Figure 1. Figure C.1 shows a linear space version of Figure 1, with black points scattered through the domain to illustrate each of the 3-hourly JRA55-do data. A joint probability ($p$) of attaining particular values of $La_t \in [a_1, a_2]$ and $h/L_L \in [b_1, b_2]$ is the integral in linear space of the joint probability density function ($\rho$): $p \left( a_1 \leq La_t \leq a_2, b_1 \leq \frac{h}{L_L} \leq b_2 \right) = \int_{a_1}^{a_2} \int_{b_1}^{b_2} \rho \left( La_t, \frac{h}{L_L} \right) dLa_t \ d \left( \frac{h}{L_L} \right).$ (C.1)
Figure B.1. Sensitivity to vertical resolution and time step for different schemes in the OCS-Papa case. Each panel shows the root-mean-square (RMS) differences of the simulated temperature (°C) using different vertical resolutions and time steps as compared to the finest resolution simulation (Δt = 1 min, Δz = 1 m). Results with three different vertical grid spacings (Δz = [1, 5, 10] m, x-axis) and four different time steps (Δt = [1, 10, 30, 60] min, bars) are shown. The gray line in each panel marks the standard deviation of the simulated temperature (0.47 °C) across all schemes with the finest resolution.

The probability of whether the logarithms fall within the range of $\log_{10}(La_t) \in [c_1, c_2]$ and $\log_{10}(h/L_L) \in [d_1, d_2]$ is a different function:

$$p\left(c_1 \leq \log_{10}(La_t) \leq c_2, d_1 \leq \log_{10}\left(\frac{h}{L_L}\right) \leq d_2\right) = \int_{c_1}^{c_2} \int_{d_1}^{d_2} \rho\left(\log_{10}(La_t), \log_{10}\left(\frac{h}{L_L}\right)\right) \, d\log_{10}(La_t) \, d\log_{10}\left(\frac{h}{L_L}\right).$$

(C.2)
However, when taking appropriate bounds, i.e., \( [c_1, c_2] = [\log_{10}(a_1), \log_{10}(a_2)] \) and \( [d_1, d_2] = [\log_{10}(b_1), \log_{10}(b_2)] \), these two expressions are equivalent. It is clear from Figure C.1 that the interpretation of whether or not values at near-neutral buoyancy forcing are within the highly probable range depends sensitively on this choice. On the other hand, as the logarithm is a monotonic function of positive real numbers, there is good agreement on the location of the joint probability density contours on the large magnitude ends of the distribution, the trouble is on the low magnitude of \( h/L \) ends. Relatedly, considering a point as “distant” from the high probability range depends sensitively on whether one uses log axes or not. The scatter points with \( h/L \) near 100 or \( 10^2 \) are clearly many, but are they close or far to those with a value at 1000 or \( 10^3 \)?

A third point of confusion is that negative (stable) \( h/L \) values are not geometrically or statistically connected to positive (unstable) values in the expected manner, where the negative values are located below the positive ones on a coordinate axis and the joint probability density functions are calculated including all of the data rather than the positive and negative subsets separately. Instead, they are laid out side-by-side in two panels with the absolute value of \( h/L \) increasing upward in both cases. This choice is made for easier comparison between the stable and unstable cases, although it is unlikely in the linear axis case that it would have been made (see Figure C.1).

A fourth point of confusion is why there is any lower bound to \( h/L \) in the log-log version of the figure? Why not values near \( 10^{-6} \)? There are many physical reasons perhaps, but a key one is the rate of sampling and the diurnal cycle. Typical diurnal cycles of heating and cooling are positive many hundreds of W m\(^{-2}\) during the day and negative by nearly the same amount at night, with an imbalance averaged over the whole day much lower than the peaks. The time when zero forcing occurs is relatively brief (even though the diurnal layer may not be persistent enough to fully mix the mixed layer). JRA55-do has 3-hourly sampling, and this limits the ability of the dataset and analysis method to sample these morning and evening transitions near zero. This problem is also appreciated in atmospheric studies [e.g. Harvey et al., 2015].

Finally, given these issues why stick with the log-log axes in Figure 1? Because we are building upon the asymptotic multiscale framework traditional in Langmuir studies [e.g. Craik and Leibovich, 1976; McWilliams et al., 1997; Grant and Belcher, 2009; Zhang et al., 2015]. In this framing it is not so important how small a small parameter is, but at what order it enters the dynamics. Thus, logarithms of small parameters are preferred in the probability space to indicate distance in asymptotic order as linear distances. When two data are far apart in Figure 1 they do not just differ in forcing magnitude, they might be expected to have different ordering of asymptotics and thus vastly different dynamics depending on different distinguished force balances.

D: Source Code and Data

The source code used here is hosted on GitHub (github.com/qingli411/gotm), which builds on existing code bases of GOTM5, but has been significantly extended to include six Langmuir schemes. An interface to read in wave data in various formats and compute the Stokes drift profile is implemented in the code, so that other Langmuir schemes can be easily incorporated and compared with the existing ones. Modifications to CVMix including the three variants of KPP with Langmuir turbulence described in Appendix A.1 have been merged into version v0.94b-beta of CVMix on GitHub (github.com/CVMix/CVMix-src). The test suite is also hosted on GitHub (github.com/qingli411/gotmwork), which includes the initial and surface forcing data for different scenarios, tools to set up and run the tests, and scripts for data analysis.
Figure C.1. Joint distribution of $\text{La}_t$ and $h/L_L$ in (a, b) linear and (c, d) log-log spaces, estimated from 3-hourly output of JRA55-do forced GOTM5 simulations over 12 months. Black scatters show the raw data points with opacity of 0.05. White contours show the joint PDF of $\log_{10}(\text{La}_t)$ and $\log_{10}(h/L_L)$ (computed separately for positive and negative $h/L_L$) projected on linear and log-log spaces, with the latter being the contours shown in Figure 1. Gray contours show the joint PDF of $\text{La}_t$ and $h/L_L$ projected on linear and log-log spaces. For clarity only the isolines of joint PDF that enclose 30%, 60% and 90% of all instances centered at the highest PDF are shown. Insets in panels (a) and (b) highlight the regions of parameter space with the highest PDF.
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